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YOUR PROGRESSIVE HOME NEWSPAPER FOR OVER HALF A CRNTURY

Jersey Herd At
Murray College
.Given High Rating
Classification
• Made By Jersey
Cattle Club
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The Murray State college Jersey I
herd was recently given a type classification rating of nearly one point
above the national score for the
breed.
The eight animals classified in
the herd include three very good,
four good plus and one good, for an
average score of 83.75 per cent. The
score exceeds the average rating of
8285 per cent for all animals classified in the Jersey breed.
• The registered Jersey herd owned by Murray State college was
classified for type under the program of the American Jersey Cattle Club, with headquarters in Columbus, Ohio. Prof. M. J. Regan, an
e
official classifier for the club, made
the classification of the college
herd.
Under the Jersey herd classification program, animals are comparbreed's
' ad for type against the
score card which allots 100 points
for a perfect animal. Animals are
given individual ratings of excellent. very good. good Pito, good,
fair or poor in 'accordance with the
number of points which they receive on the score card basis.
A. Carman, head of the department of agriculture at the college,
has supervision of the herd..

BIRMINGHAM, Ala., Aug. 13
• tUM—This is Friday the 13th. Perhaps you should have stayed in bed.
Or. are you superstitious' Scientists say there is no use to be.
got
Just how Friday the 13th
such a bad name isn't clear But
thraiugh the ages, all Fridays have
been maligned. Some blame it on
Eve. They say she tempted Adam
Others
with the apple that day
point out that Jesus died on the
cross on Friday.
A great work of art supports two
of our best-known superstitions In
Da ,Vinci's "The Last Supper." 13
sat at the table. and Judas spilled
salt.
--Some refuse to move, or start any
important business on Friday. In
• the past, no voyages started on Friday. Nor were ships launched nor
keels laid on the cursed day. Friday
is still the most popular day for
prison executions.
America's most common fanaticisms deal with black cats, broken
mirrors, salt, and numbers Scientists repeatedly debunk them. But
the debunkings never stick.
Egyptians worshipped the ancient
cat,. and held it in high honor. Btu
the Norse and Teutons came along
to libel old puss as a harbinger of
evil. They believed cats to be
witches or devils in disguise.
Romans started the broken mirror fallacy They thought that life
renewed itself every seven years.
Hence, when a mirror containing a
• person's likeness was shattered, the
health likewise was broken.
Tossing salt over the left shoulder is supposell to eliminate tears
which contain the same amount of
• salt. In the food line, seven people
# table means bad luck; 13 means
death for one within the year.
Crossed knives and forks bring
bad luck, because they follow the
outline of the cross upon which
Christ died. Inconsistently, crossing
the fingers wards off evil—because
they follow the outline of the cross
upon which the Saviour died.
Howling dogs at night have nothing to do with death. And debunkers say that many dogs bite their
masters contrary to popular belief,
most dogs don't starve to death
when their masters die.
Lighting three on a match can
cause little but scorched fingers, experts claim. The two dollar bill
curse was born when some careless guy passed a two, thinking it a
one.
Many hotels have no 18th floors.
That is supposed to be unlucky. On
tbe other hand, probably the luckiest thing that has ever happened
was 13 struggling, little colonies.
Liefthanders are no different,
studies show. But forcing a child
to switch doesn't make it stutter,
scientists say.

Murray, Kentucky, Friday Afternoon, August 13, 1948
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ROTARIANS HEAR
MAX HURT GIVE
TIMELY SPEECH
Max B. Hurt delivered a timely
message to the Rotary Club yesterday entitled "Are you a Pro or a
Con". Hurt listed seven sub heads
under the six headings Protect,
Provide, and Pitmote and Condemn, Confirm and Constr ct.
Nearly every c ver tion has
for its subject for o ag4inst some'1
ey to the
thing, he said.
charter of an individual or a com•
munity may be found in the outcomedian.
Scottish
famed
Lauder,
Harry
TUNE—Sir
BIRTHDAY
A
PIPES
HARRY
SIR
line of the positive or negative
in Strattootled on the bagpipes as he marked his 78th birthday recently at his home
reactions to ideas and deals", he
on the rumor that he would go to Hollywood
comment
to
refused
He
Lanarkshire.
haven,
said
In connection with the filming of his life story.
Hurt wa'S introduced by Luther
Rube rtssin.
Rotarians bringing guests were!
Elmus Beale, A. B. Austin, Ed Car-irrh
ter, George Bell, Harry Fenton,
te
• •
Luther Robertson, S. V. Foy. Visiting Rotarians were Fred Balch and
Louis Newman 'from Paris

•

PRODUCE

CHICAGO. Aug
duce:

13

,UP—Pro

Poultry: 19 trucks; chickens weak.
hens steady Plymouth rock fryers
39, white rock fryers 38, white rock
spring. 38, plymouth rock springs
38, colored springs 38, heavy ducks
Cheese: Twins 49 to 49 1-2;_aingle daisies 51 to 52, Swiss 60 to 63.
Butter: 762.837 pounds. the market steady. 93 score 78 I-1, 112 poem
77 1-2. 90 score 72 1-2. Carlota' 90
score 73 1-4. 89 score 71 1-2.
Eggs (Browns and whites mixed)
16,055 cases, the market firm. Extras 70 to 80 per cent A 51 to 52,
extras 60 to 70 per cent A 49 to 51.
standards 43 to 48. current receipts
42. checks 3s 1-2.
C 0 It it Ye' TION
A head in Thursday's Ledger &
Times stated that the counts schools
would open September 23. The correct date is August 23. as stated in
the body of the story. Sorry. kids!
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Russian Teacher Says
Soviets Held Her As
Prisoner Six Davci
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MURRAY POPULATION — 8,000

KENTUCKY -Par tly cloudy
:Aid warm with scattered
afternoon thundershowers today. Fair and a little cooler
tonight- and Saturday.

Russian OA 't 00 Accuse
SENIOR GIRL
SCOUTS TO HONOR Washington Of'Kidnapping
PEGGY TURNER

• d u s Il e Crashes I
Berlin; Relations Strained
BERLIN, Aug. 13 IUPi—An
American C-54 transport coming
in through dirty weather for a
ground landing at Templehof Airdrome crashed and burned today,
but the three eft-widen escaped uninjured.
The crash of the fcsar-engined
plane was -the third of the vast
aerial operat.ons hurdling the Russian blockade of Berlin. In addition to the two previous accidents
in which American airmen were
killed, two other U. S. transports
had trouble with the weather today but managed to land safely.
The crash came as the AngloAmerican aircraft climbed toward
new records. In the 24 hours endand
ing last night the British
Americans made 707 flights into
Berlin, carrying 4,742 tons of food
and coal.
Yesterday's record was considerably above the daily average of
4.500 tons which American authorities believe they need to maintain Berlin's 2.500.000 Germans de-

Political Roundup
even though "we are away out
front."
Elsewhere in politics:
• Truman—President Truman isnd
his political advisers got together
at the white house last night to
make campaign plans On hand
were Mr. Truman's running mate
Seri Alben W. Barkley, Demactatic chairman J. Howard McGrath
and stiff members of the white
house and the Democratic nationsecretary
committee. Press
al
Charles G. Ross said the two-anda-half-hour session was a general
discussion" of campaign strategy.
weeks."
Dixiecrats The States' Rights
"The people are shocked and
surprised,- he said. "at the atti- Democrats have threatened to put
tude President Truman has shown up their own,andidate for goverin attempting to cover up the com- nor of Texati unless next month's
is
munist infiltration in our national Democratic state convention
handled "in a legal way" The
government"
Brownell's comment about what threat was made at the new party's
has gone on during the past three Houston jamboree by Nowlin Ranweeks apparently meant that Dew- dolph, a supporter of the Dixieey will place far more emphasis crat ticket. The Dixiecrats hope to
on the communist investigation pursuade the convention to endorse
than on the special session of con- their Thurmond-Wright slate rather than the regular Democratic tic-,
gress.
In Washington, the Republican- ket. But Gov Beauford Jester has
controlled house unamerican act- indicated he will go along with
ivities committee announced plans President Truman.
Connecticut--Opposition to forfor txtending the inquiry which
Dedlocrats have denounced as an mer OPA boss Chester Ilswles'
attempt to "smear" the Roosevelt- candidacy for governor collapsed
Truman administration Committee when Atty. Thomas J Dodd withchairman J. Parnell Thomas, R. drew from the race The DemocraN J . promised to call ' persons tic state convention met at Harthigh in the government and high for today to hear a keynote speech
from Franklin D. Roosevelt, Jr..
in the military."
Mr. Truman and and nominate Bowles to head the
Meanwhile,
Henry A. Wallace renewed their state ticket.
Fifth party _Gerald L. K. Smith
char-Its that the investigation is
a "red herring" and an example called a convention to establish "a
of "political gangsterism." Wallace political party determined to presaid in a radio broadcast from New serve the whits man's leadership
York that the house committee is and christian tradition of our naresorting to "the political techni- tion." The new party will hold its
ques of Hitler, Mussolinita Goering. organization meeting next Friday
and Saturday in St. Louis.
Toji and Franco."
No transfers—Mrs. Thomas DewBrownell said Dewey will conduct an !extensive 'coast-to-coast ey confided to reporters that her
campaign and will even invade the two sons. Tom, Jr., and John, will
U-aditional Democratic strongholds register again at Albany Academy
south of the Mason-Dixon line. He next month—"just as if it were
said the GOP is taking no chances, forever."
By United Press

Gov. Thomas E. Dewey's campaign manager made it clear today that the GOP presidential nominee will make a big issue of the
current gjornmurtist-in-Washington
investigation
In Albany. N Y. where he is
holding a strategic conference with
Dewey, Herbert Brownell, Jr.. said
"our mail shows much more interest in the communist investigation
than anything that happened in
three
last
in the
Washington

Senior girl scouts will have a
call meeting at the Scout cabin
in city park Monday afternoon at
2.30.
At this plans will be discussed
for a going-away party to.. Peggy
Turner who is moving to A'abama.
She has been a Girl Scout in
Murray for five years.
The party will be held at the
Hart-Melugin cabin on Kentucky
Lake. Swimming and dancing will
be enjoyed by the senior Girl
Scouts and their friends.
Mrs. Fred Cotham
and Mrs.
George Hart are the leaders of the
senior Girl Scout troop.

NEW YORK, Aug. 13 I UP) — A
Russian school teacher who jumped
in fear of her life from the third
story of the Soviet Consulate accused the Russians today of holding her as a prisoner for six days.
-You kept me a prisoner." Mrs.
the
Oksana Kosenkina, 52, told
Russian vice consul when he entered her hospital room this morning. "You would not let me go."
She refused to see Soviet Consul General Jacob Lomakin. who
announced lain Saturday that tie had
"rescued" her from the Tolstoy
Foundation farm colony where he
claimed she was held as a prisoner
after she had been drugged and
kidnapped by "White Russians."

MAURICE TOBIN
BABE RUTH
LOSING GROUND IN ACCEPTS CABINET
POST TODAY
. ALICE HALE FIGHT FOR LIFE
DIES TODAY AT
HOME OF SISTER

0,—_
spite the Russian blockade
Some experts believe the total mits
flights in the Berlin air lift may
climb to 1.000 a day, although 460
number v.then the airlift
started.
first
The situation in Berlin continued
to disintegrate. Significantly.
the
Russians failed to raise their flag
this morning in front of the buildMrs. Alice Hale. 69, died of coming housing the four-power kommandatura and American officers plications at 1245 this morning at
hoe,' removed
their the home of her sister. Mrs. Macksaid Ihtly
ie Holland. at 312 North 4th Street.
guards
Survivors include her sister. Mrs.
Holland, and two brothers. Charlie
Finney of Graves cotinty, and Jim
Finnesy of Jackson, 'rich.

Bethel Church
To Have Sing

The regular third Sunday night
singing will be held at the Bethel
northeast of Murray. Sunday night,
Auj ust 15, at 7:30.
The public is cordially invited
to attend these singing sercices,
WHY NOT SELL IT
Everything for a complete
tire recapping outfit to a baby
buggy. That's what appeared in
the for sale column of the Ledger and Times ftsterday. They
both represented a bargain t.
some one. Somewhere in Call
oway county and surrounding
area there is someone who will
buy something you have to sell
Why not advertise it in the
Ledger and Times want ads and
clear_ valuable storage. space . for
something that you really need
is a specialty 'with you, you
is a Fypecialty with you, you
can get a reasonable monthly
rate.

Mrs. Hale was a memoer of the
Friendship Church of Christ.. Fun eral services were held at 3:00
o'clock this afternoon at the Murray Church of Christ under the
direction of Bro. L. H. Pogue. Burial was in the Friendship cemetery.
Mrs. Hale suffered a fractured hip
two years ago and never fully recovered.
The Max Churchill funeral home
was in charge of arrangements.

•

NEW YORK. Aug. 13 'UPI—Physicians issued another pessimistic
report on the condition of Babe
Ruth today and there was indica
tions that the baseball hero luid last
more groused ih his fight for life.
The official bulletin, issued by
Pr. Hayes Martin, doctor in charge
of Ruth's case. said:
"Babe Ruth continues to run a
moderately high fever, and in general there is no improvement . in
his condttion.Ruth in the Memorial hospital
center for cancer and allied diseases His physician is head of the
neck and throat section, but cancer experts from other departments
have been helping in the case. In
addition. Dr. George Baehr. president of the New York academy of
medicine and who was physician
to former Mayor Fiorello H. LaGuardia. has been called into the
case. LaGuardia died of an inoperable cancer of the pancreas.
-

!Feature Race
At D ade Park

Speedboat Races
To Be Held Near
I DADE PARK, Ky., Aug 12—The
feature race of the 26-day summer Paris Sunday
meeting of the Dade Park Jockey
Club is scheduled for Saturday,
Aui., 14. This event is the Governor's handicap It is for a purse of
81.800, the largest purse offered
during the meeting. Three-yearolds and upward are eligible to
enter the race, which will be contested over the one mile route.

"IV

The Southern Speedboat Regatta
will be held Sunday at Paris Landing park With a large field expected in the competition.
The outboard racing will begin
about 1:00 p. m., with the inboard
races scheduled for 4:30 p in.
A fast course is being laid out at
the Kentucky Lake site, officials
said, which will probably attract
some of the beset drivers in the
country.

LIVESTOCK
ST. LOUIS NATIONAL STOCKYARDS, Ill. Aug. 13 (UP)—(USDA)—Livestock:
Hogs: 6,000; salable 4,500; fairly
active; 240-lbs down steady to 25c
higher ;than Thursday's average;
heavier weights unevenly 2 to 50c
or more higher; sows. 25 to
higher. Geod and choice 180 to 350
lbs.. $30 to $30 25; top. $30 50. rather
sparingly. 250 to 300 lbs. s2j3 to $30,
few loads. 315 to 340 lbs. $1'6 50 to
$26 75; 160 to 170 lbs, $29 to $30;
130 to 150 !be.. $26.50 to $28.75: few,
$29; 100 to 120' lbs., $2350 to $26.
good sows 400 lbs., down. $25 to 26.25l mostly $218 down; over 400 lbs.
$21 to $2425. stags. $1750 to $19.50
Cattle: 2.200, salable, 1200. calves
600, all salable. Meager supply of
steers and heifers finding limited
demand. Odd lots steers and heifers
mostly common and medium yearlings $19 to ye: individual head $27
and above; cows very slow; some
deals. 25 to 50c lower. Canners and
cutters, $15 to $18; common and
medium beef cows, $1850 to $21:
bulls and venters, steady; demand
mederately active for bulls. Medium
to good bulls. $22 to $24: common
and medium, $19 to $21: good and
choice vealers, $28 to $32; common
and medium, $17 to $28.
Sheep: 2,000; salable 1.000: fairly
activE and fully steady.

WASHINGTON, Aug. 12. I LTP - 'Truman's two-month
President
search for a Secretary of labor
ended today with Mourice J. Tobin's announcement _that. he will
accept the cabinet post.
Mr Truman was expected to give
the former Massachusetts governor
a reces▪s appointment today. Tobin
will come here from Boston tomorrow to make plans for taking
over his new job
The 43-year-oia Tobin succeeds
Lewis B. Schwellenbach who died
in June.
Mr Truman mat sent Tobin's nomination to the senate last Saturday. But no action was taken. so
the President must make a recess
appointment, good until the next
session of congress.
In deciding to accept the $15,000
a-year cabinet position. Tobin withdrew from the Democratic gubernatorial race in his home state.
He explained that he had hesitated to accept the labor department post because or his desire
"to weigh carefully ray obligations
to the people of Massachusetts who
have honored me during my public career."
He said, however. that Mr. Truman had given him "a call for
to our country-\a which
service
-no patriotic American cotaci refuse. . . without a compelling reason.Spokesmen for organized labor
commended Tobin's decisetin. While
in Washington earlier this week,
the secretary-designate came out
toe repeal of the Taft-Hartley labor
act. This is the No. 1 plank in labor's
legislative platform for the next
congress.
Tobin will be the third secretary of labor to serve under Mr.
Truman. Frances Perkins. a holdover from the cabinet ,of the late
President' Roosevelt. served' in the
nnat unttil Schwellenbach's appointrelent in 1045 .

Open House To Be
50c Held Tonite At
ILA
E. Parsonage

GRANDMA MOSES NEARS 88 - Anna Mary Robertson
Moses, renowned as Grandma Moses, foremost American
primitive painter, will mark her 88th birthday on Sept. 7,
The Eaglebridge, N. Y., woman never touched painting
materials until she was 77, and now is widely acclaimed for
her simple portrayals of the New England rural scene.
•

Open house will be held at the
parsonage of the Eirst Methodist
church tonight from 7:00 to 10:00
o'clock in - honor ilf the pastor. Rev.
George Bell and family.
The Womaqs Society of . Christian Service is in charge of arrangements. All mernbers and friends of
the church are invited to attend.

MARKETS
'MA Glance
Stocks irregular in dull trading,
Bonds irregular; U. S governMerits steady
Curb stocks irregular.
Chicago stocks irregular.
Silver quoted in New York at 72
3-4 cents a fine ounce. off 1 7-8
cents. •
Cotton futures lower. Grains in Chicago: Wheat, Corsi,
oats and rye futures lower. .

• Mrs. Kosenkina kept her eyes
closed most of the time Soviet Vice
Consul Zot Chepurnykh was in her
room. When she did open them,
she refrained from looking at Chepurnykh.
Mrs, Kosenkina asked officials at
Roosevelt Hospital to prevent WSsit"' attempts on her life, ki keep
Ruoaan officials away from her
room because "I fear them."
Although she told the vice consul
she did not want to see "anyone,"
Mrs. Kosenkina last night, a few
hours after she leaped from a consulate window,-was visited by three
persons. One of them was Vladimir Zensinov. anti-communist Russian who had driven her to the
farm near Nyack. N. Y., from which
the Soviet consul general later
•
•
"rescued- her.

•

The others were Peter rloguet,
attorney for Common Cause. Inc..
anti-communist organization which
had obtained a court order for Lomakin to produce Mrs. Kosenkina.
and Isaac Don Levine. publisher of
Plain Talk magazine.
Mrs. Kosenkina, held in, the consulate in defiance of the New York
Supreme Court order to produce
her, was one of three Russian teachers who clad not take the July 1
ship which was to have carried
them back to their homeland. The
other two. Mikhail Santa& and his
wife. 'Claudia. hid from Soviet authorities until they were placed under supoena by the HHouse unAmerican committee to tell about
Soviet activities here.
Chepurnykh was permitted to era
ter Mrs. Kosenkina's room short!,
before noon.
MOSCOW. Aug. 13. iUPI—Russian .officials made it plain today
that they were placing full responsibility on the United States
department of state for the "kidnapping" of. two Soviet teachers
in New York.
The official Soviet position was
that an organized plot, with afficial connivance, produced the incident, to which the Russians were
attaching increasing importance.
Some quarters saw a probability
of official reprisals against Americans here if the case is not settled
amicably. Already it was serving
to inflame public oponion afainst
American authorities.
The Soviet press gas:e prominent
display to foreign minister V M.
Molotov's protest to Arnb•issador
W. Bedell Smith. The press and
radio stepped up an intense camof
denunciation against
paign
New
American authorities. the
York police and the foderal bureau
of investigation.
The government Organ Isvestia,
in an article by Vladimir Kudrayavtsev,. said:
"Molotov's statement to Smith ill
the voice of the whole Soviet land,
which will not permit any often!.
against its people., riu matter where
they are.
"Soviet public opinion demands
the liberation of the abducted Soviet citizsns. and a detailed investigation of the outi-ageous crime, and
the proper punishment of the culprits.
"It demarids that /he dirty. hands
of political gangsters not -dare
Vouch the citirens of the great Soviet Union.All newspapers here published
long articles of the same general
tenor.
The - case may cause embarrasment to the state departrdant, observors here belicated. which for a
long time has been engaged in a
controversey with Soviet authorities over the immunity of rue.dip16tnatic personnel.
The Russians have been arguing
that only strictly diplomatic officials accredited here enjoy immunity from the local legal pro,
cesses.
mln a recent incident an American
sergeant attached to the embassy
here was charged with criminal
assult against a Soviet citizen. The
etnbassy did not permit him to appear in court On grounds that,
though he war not a diplomat, he
was part of the .ambassador's start
and therefore was immune.
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THE LEDGER & TIMES

OfIke for Food and Feed Conservation Suggests:*

PUBLISHED BY THE CALLOWAY PUBLISHING COMPANY
Cesuiolidation of The Murray Ledger. The Calloway Times, and The
rignes-lierald, Oc
dpbar 20, 1928. and the West Kentucklah January 17. 1003
W. PERCY WILLIAMS, PUBLISHER .
JAMES C. WILLIAMS, GENERAL MANAGER

•

A "PEACE PLATE" FOR TODAY

Published afternoons except Sunday at 103 North 4th St, Murray. Ky.

Saoelateat! Satre Meat! &tie the Peace!

Entered at the Post Office, Murray, Kentucky, for transmission as
Second Class Matter
•
SUBSCRIPTION RATES: By Carrier in Murray, per week 15c, per
month, 65e. In Calloway and sdjousing counties, per year, 83.50, elsewhere $5.50.

ALMO CHURCH ut CHRIST
4NtON GiftQVB MOM=
Bro, J. H. Brine
OF CHIT
Connie WireS
Preackti7
Sunday Schis-1 each Sunday at
services each find and
9:45 a m. except Fecend Sunday at third Sunèij at 11 a.m.
NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVE: WALLACE WITMER CO., 903 Stench 1 pm.
' Seunday Stool each Lord's Day
Building Memphis. Tenn.; 250 Park Ave.. New York; 307 N. Michigan
Preaching services every second at HY a ris.
Ave. Chicago; 80 Boylston St., Boston.
Sunday at 2:30 p.m.
HAZEL CIMC1
DILETBODIST
ASSOCIATION
IME KENTUCKY
CHUB
We reserve the right to reject any Advertising, Letters to the Editor
OWENS CHAPEL BAPTIST
C. L. Page, Pusher
I.
at Public Voice items which in our opinion are not for the best interest
Leon Milnehester. Pastor
Synth Phosissa: its's*
et our readers.
Sunday School at 10161 a.m, K
-- -7-Pre...chine services lust and third L. Cooper. superintendent
Friday Afternoon. August
111•IS
Sunday at 11 am.and 7 pm.
Worship Service at 11.00 a
Sunday Sehocl each Sunday at first and third Sundays.
le a m
Evening services second'and
fourth Sundays at 7:00 p.m.
LAMA 1EW COMMUNITY
We were impressed yesterday by an outstanding citYouth fellowship, 6:30 p.m
CHURCH
Basel Cliarsh
izen of Murray when he made a talk before a local civic
Sunday School at 10:00 am: Bugroup. He made it clear in his talk that a person should
The Sunday School at Lakeview ford Hurt, superintendent.
have definite co.nvicxions about any question whether,he 1 Community
Church meets each
Morning worship service at 11:00
VT MOUE 1.141 THE MIL-Mr. Jiggs, a baby orangutan, poses
be for or against the issue.
Sunday et 2:30 pm.
o'clock. second and fourth Sunwith Stewardess Betty Haigwood after United Air Lines
When we cease to be interested enough to formulate • PLEASANT VALLEY CHURtil dey. end evening service 7.30
flew him from New York to Denver, a trip he liked as much
an opinion, he said, we begin to stagnate.
OP CHRIST
second and fourth Sundays.
as flying through the jungle. Weighing only 18,.pounds now
Robby Owen. Minister
Masao Clopol
This speaker is correct in his premise that a person
and worth $3,500, Mr. Jiggs will tip the scales at 500 pounds
Sunday School at 10:00 11.11IL, Sew
should have some opinion. Voters on election day should
Sunday School each Lord's Day and third Sundays. Brooks Under•
when full growr
have an opinion. Citizens should have an opinion on local
•- -at 10 a in
wood. superintendent.
issues, on national affairs, on state issues._
-Preaching services first Sunday
Morning worship service at 10:00 WEST FORK BAPTIST CIRIURCH
mLIUSAY CIRCUIT
If the opinions of enough people are .combined into of e-ich month at 11 a.m.
u,lock second and fourth Sunday
R. F. Insakest.ship. pastor
Z. IL Scsners, Pastor
action, definite results can be obtained.
- -- We think enough of the talk made by this citizen that
NORTH PLEASANT GROVE •
SUGAR CRS= CILUSCH
Sunday school each Sunday at First Sunday-Goshen 11 Lam;
Lynn Grove 7 p.m.
Boron Rieherson,
We are printing below the points that he brought out. A CUMBERLAND PRESBYTERIAN
10 o'clock.
play on words is made of the words PRO and CON.
CHUR('H
Preaching screens each Sunday Second Sunday--Martins Chapel
11 a.m..; New Hope 3 p.m.; SulPreachtng every Sunnay morn- at 11 o'clock and each second and
Joe Ben Irby. Pastor
. In his words -Suppose we were to make a pun f the.
phur Skings 7 p.m.
ing at 11:00 o'clock and on Sun. fourth Sunday nights at 7:30.
familiar prefixes. PRO and CON and undertake to suggest
day night at 7:30 o'clock.
Sunday School, 10 aim
Training Union each Sunday Third Sunday- Lynr Grove I/ a.ni.
to ourselves some of the basic PROS and CONS of good
Goshen 7 p.m.
Albert Cunningham is superin- night at 6.30.
Worship Service, 11 a.m.
citizenship necessary to a good community, we might .find
tendant of Sunday Schocl held
C IF.. 6.30 p in.
Prayer service each Wednesday Fourth Sunday-Sulphur Springs
10 a m : New Hope 11 a in Starthat we are challenged to PROTECT. PROVIDE,-and to
every Sunday at 10 o'cloc.k..
Worship Service, 7:13 p.m.
night at 7 o'clock.
tins Chapel 3 pre
B.T.U. every aunaity mint at
PROMOTE and to CONDEMN. CONFIRM and to CONThere le Church School at each of
6:30. Ben Hopkins director, and
COLDWATER CHURCH OF
ElliBBIEY CIRCUIT
STRUCT:
these churches, at 10 a.m. every
preaching following B T. U.
We meal PROtect:
CHRIST
V. R. Dunn
Sunday. .
Prayer meeting every Wednesday
John Brian. Minister
1. India idu..1 rights
night at • 7:00_ o'clock.
.
First Sunday_niresey 11 s.m.:
2. Good name of- Community.
CHERRY _CORNER BAPTIST
W.M S. meets en Thursday at Cole's
Church school each -Lent's day
Camp
Ground
3 p.m.; Mt.
3. Free 'Enterprise. .
1:30
pm. afier the first and third Hebron
on first, second and third Suneay
7:30 p.m.
4. Privileges of the working man.
at 10 am., and fourth Sunday at Sunday each menth.
John L. Ityberg. rookie '
Second Sunday--Coldwater 11
5 Freedom of the press
Norman Culpepper
1.30 p.m.
am,; Mt. Carmel 7.30 p.m.
SINKING SPRING BAPTIST
Sunday School Superintendent
6. Freedom of speech.
Preaching service on fourth Sun
Third Sunday-Mt. Hebron 11
day at 2:30 p m.
R. G Shelton,
Tee ix. rcoe ,•f ref:genus impulses,.
a.m.; Kirkaey 7:30 p m.
Training UlliCKI Director
M. M. Hampton, pular
We must PROsittee
Fourth Sunday--Vt. Ca-1nel 11
SPRING CREEK RAPIIIT
10:00 a m. Sunday School, James a.m.; Cole's Camp grotmd 3 p.m.: Mrs. Lon Outland. WhIU President
1 G
ie every fold.
Sunday
Key, superintendent.
Coldwater 7:3e pm.
2. Ecenenee stability in the communey
Sunday School
J. II, Thurman. Pulse
10:00 a.m.
11:00 am. Preaching Service
There is Church School at each
3. Dissemination of kne w ledge.
--. •11:00 a.m.
6:00 p.m. B TU. L D. Warren of these churches at 10 a.m. every Morning Worship
Training
Union
4. Ample physical facilities far tranoeteeis ef business.
First Sunday. 10:00 a.m. Sunday
__ 7:00 p.m.
director.
Sunday. Your attendance is apEvening Worship
.. 8;00 pm.
Scilliol, 11.1olgan Cunningnam, Su- 7:00 p.m. Preaching Service
5. Wholesome recreation.
oreciated
. •
Wednesday
perintt ndent. Preaching 3/ 1190
6. P.versified occupaten of our people.
Prayer Meeting
8:00 p.m.
a in. aril Saturday before at 720
HAZEL BAPTIST CHURCH
ELM GROVE BAPTIST CHURCH
Facilitiea for religious worship. eiaterday
p.m.
H. F. Paschall, Paster
Loollfe Gilbert. Paster
Wr must FltOnisite:.
RA Chapter Meeting'_. 7:00 p.m.
kmday School
10 A.M.
1 Pride at our best traditions.
Paul
Daily.
Cheaey,
James
Sunday
School
Soper
Superintendent
Teamwork of our citizens.
AAJL GROVE BAPTIST CHURCH'
intendent
Morning Worrt,ip
11 A.M.
3. Cultural Advancement.
L. G. Novel, Pastor
Gene Orr Miller, T. U. Dire:tor
Training Union
7:00 P.M.
4. Faith in the Future.
Hugh Walton Foster.
Mrs. Grace Wilson. W M.U. Pres.
Mama Vinson, Director
Sunday School Superintendent
5 Sobriety and-Decency in individuals
Evening Worship
nerning
5:00 P.M
10:00 a m. Sunday Scheel
E Health and Sanitation
Wednesday Evening Prayer
Sunday School. 9:45 a m.
Service
Morning Worship each Sunday,
7 Fel:ex-ship .,rd Foendship
8:00 P M 1100 a.m. Morning Worship
7:30 p.m. Evening Worship
W.M U. Meeting Third
1110 a.m.
We should CONdenin
Stocks irregularly lower in quiet
Wednesday
7:00
P.M.
Evening
1. 1r.i 04,0 seiteenesi
trading.
and each Fourth Wednesday
Training Union each Sunday CM
2. Viplation of lees and rules
Bonds irregular; U. St eovernA fternoon
pm.
2 P.M.
,
3. Capitalistic greed:
Pe•neoneren.•
ments did not trade.
Brotherhood Meeting first and
Evening Service 7:15 p.m.
4. Gangster centrel of I..tror.
Only you coo
Curb stocks irregular.
third Wednesday
Prayer Meeting Wednesday 7:00
__ 7 P.M.
Chicago seeks irregular.
Business Women's Circle first
3. Uninspired journalism.
P
PR
iVENT
:inci third Wednesday .. 7 P.M.
Silver unchanged in New York
W.M U., GA., Sunbeams meet
II Radical rabble-rowing,
as
G.A.'s, and Sunbeam'
at 74 5-8 cents it fine "time.
Tuesday following Second • and RA
FOREST FIRES!7. Inunerality in all its ferms.
Hand first and third
Cotton futures steady.
Fourth Sunday.
We Assisi CONfirea:
Wednesday
Grains in Chicago: Wheat. corn'.
W A. meet Monday, 7:30 p.m..
. _ 7 PM.
1. By loyalty erea integrey in pfacke ef public trust.
COME AND WORSHIP
!oats. rye and soy bean futures lowfollowing First and Third Sun2. By sound and ethical business practice -end -methods.
WITH US
'cr.
days.
• ,1 By payuag taxas-sofficient.-4er eductioter and adhering to high
standards.
LOCUST GROVE BAPTIST
CHURCH
4. By trading itt blame when at all pos.sitale
5 By loyalty le Scouts te varieus efferes fir
J. H. Miller, Pastor
if
Preaching services second and
leisure for young and old.
fourth • Sunday at 11 am. end 8
6. By encouragement of the proper go alp ectisety ..f the varioum
trades.and professenui
eunday school each Sunday at 10
7. By continued support el pregratne which add to building of adundes the direction of John
ditional space fer religious instruction.
Assocs. superintendent.
We should CONstniet:
ts 1. U meets each Sunday at
- I. Suitable memerials.
7 p.m., Harold Hoteston. director
W.M.S
Mrs Rupert Lassiter
2. By supperting organizatierie
president - Thursday afternoon
......3,..elly-suelpott Of Music Clubs. Libraries. Fairs. etc.
after second Sunday.
4. By sound advertising.
13, keeping on books suitable laws and ordieerices.
ALIO) CISCturt
6. Proper construction of houses .anciettreas and waste dispesal
Rislasp, psalm
• 7. By keeping active a large part of our c,tizens in civic and Iratern,! '••....rd
Temple Hill
Worship Service 11.00 o'clock
on first and fourth Sundays.
Evening service on limo Sunday.
7 o'clack; Church School each Sunday .at 10 o'clock. Youth FellowIts Lit) it 11.11.Rel
Unlit
PEARLY TOOTHED..,,,, ship each Sunday evening. 6:30.
t filed Pres. sports Letitia
:
Thomas Lee Walker,of Den- Prayer Meeting each Thursday e ',ening 7 o'clock.
1.0NleiiN
ver, Colo., flashes a smile to
Au:
13
- A
anneal, Chapel
grt"".•
adpi.
tte.t t: Ariel .d bas
show the teeth he's very
Worship Service 11 o'clock each
n
bee.,
ketball team _re: ryieg the teieau- seeeee• , Tr.. ,
proud of. The youngster
second Sunday and 7 o'clock each
oleo rules corethe
erene
of the Unitt.4 S,ete tliatit
has a tooth for every month
fourth Sunday evening. Stewardinto „thi final today of Ofyrrnie r-i. e..- tee; ;hew:0er% all teeyers
ship Fellowship
or his life--eight. Bother
meeting
each
es
,:
ex
ft-et,
tette
niches
*in
vette
a • sure tho
Thursday (before the second Sun2 - t !i•
:oun te en the e-ose.: I him? Say, you don't know
trit win the c,or It it* Pi a Gee:
day)
evening 6:30
N. r is height the or !,) tee w lea; how good it feills to get off
batik eleeest Freree
that formula,
fled e ,1!
S
Areereoes ele , wee bovine Le
Worship 2:45o
11ethel
c.oce each fourth
meaal
wellei- 1, lir The-. -ay t!-., Arn.rni.es pre
Surday and 7 o'clock each second
'''ugh ie.1
, rude
1 welter er..w.r. etta.rue, -the tough!,Sun -y. Church School each
weight to x.r.g
Hoe.:e•
SunTn.. U. S 'Loin s 'ohed iy °tr.:a Toi:ea
(Hank , Herr ew -.1 toe .Sari
day 11 o'clock. Prayer meeting
The
Seekeet
seater
won
nie
semi-'
re;, re,
Cat. N eat teee eel fight Julius, 'Bed , Bi
poridtd
•
each Wednesday evening 7 o'clock.
by outpointing
tet
imetina on e „meek firial yesterday
.!Tiarepa at Czechoslovakia
Brooke Chapel
Douglas
of
Du
Preez
South
'Africa'
'
cesezia
aim
Worship 11 o'clock each third
But it 111".S the taaketbint tiete
Du
Preez
resorted
to
holding
and.,
teree
Sunday. Church School 10 o'cloc.k.
that we's the center. of attraiien bisketba:1 Sine, th.-ii f.
wrestling en spots.. but ,was only ,
Indepesdence
The fans watching th, teeeeereee , game, 9.. )(arils tete., cO•r
teir.bled
to
the
twice
as
canvas
a
pee gem,. ,
Worship service 2.30 o'clock each
..-ireHarringay ar.,., heoe leo
al- I se: (nu .Lchresult
We
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tocked
South
the
e
first Sunday
Th.
71 Ii'40 win ritgr Iretcay
most every mese mad, by tee
Afecae vrith looping lefts and I
e X icit the semi-final
Ameticana, iii eveiy game Outside
a' tights
the-head
but was uniable
HARDEN CIRCUIT
of the. disputed 400 nsteer „relay.. e,.,ateepiece of e..ori ariull 3.. The!
to put him down with a eltdei
:
itormano tought
Leslie C Lee, Taster
•te.. feet
which uas finiefe won to, the pe
punch.
- Yanks on a protest. the le' S `tee- reluctant, appl tOte irere tee
T"rno ad% ar.ced to the final by
First Sunday:
Palestine. 11:00
kethall team has been the . [nest ers
eepeinting Alessaind're „Oita% io of
a.m.,, Xarchn. 7 p.m.
controversiel item in alie ei tire
-tile Amer• icia.3 fate. Italy
Sowed Sunday: Olive, 11 00 am.:
olympic games
ia team that tee :ed tie 1o:ea.other even, ,es today s
Nevin I MANI Ridge. 3:00 pm.
The American heepsters neve -Jas. for expel-iri ,. and he, ,
are eidividual sabre finals in feocThird Sunday, at Hardin 11;00
been -in the-doghouse- since, the , founded everyone by i.e.( teng tit
LI. cycling, horeemenship. eve- I am: Palestine, 3 pm first minute they walked only the final round
,.. los. and the ,ehamploriship streFourth Sunday: Dexter, 10:80
Heriing was the enly Ame.rieon oet, ei.staii between Swedoi and
court and let the fans get a look
cm. and Union Ridge, 11:15 am.
to iiee.h the feud rourid
at their heighth.
eny'oei Yueeslavia. .
• Fifth Sunday Dexter, li am,
"Monstrosity-- was the crY rais- the
weight classes. And hi'T - The- Upited States wok two gold
Everyone is invited.
ed when Seven-foot Bob .Kui land • was a slight' favorite to tate the.medals yesterday, both in yachting.;
Your attendance is appreciated
•
•
•
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Either Be For Or Against

PEACE PLATE
Do you make deals with your
meat dealer Sometimes he'll give
you a good price on just the piece
of meat you want.
Perhaps he has a piece of ham at
the shank end of a pienie shoulder.
He caret sell it as a slice. So it rally
be a bargain.
And such a piece of ham can be
the mekitigs of a creamy casserole
dish of ham and noodles. Left-over
cooked ham can be used too.
You can buy noodles. But for
special goodness try the old-fashioned home-made kind, rich with
egg.
ESCALLOPED HAM AND
NOODLES
rap noodles
1 cap truuod, malted ham
curry,
c.d
ley, chopped
i enpdairs
tcaoble:po
1 cup milk
4 tableapeorM bread crumbs
noodl,s In boiling salted water until t,-,.der, and drain. Put a layer of cooked
noo,tj
baking dish. Cover
releyand
, e‘ielarybak. gd
ha
with 7roioands:
g ".
the remaining noodles. Combine tb• milk.
noodles
the
oser
pour
wiaiionings:
and
eitv
and top with bread crumbs. Balm in a
napb-rate users (3.:0"F) for about 40 min.
utes.
Gran' or meat stork may b• used In
Ow. of Part of the milk m.nture. Parses 4.

Escalloped Ham and Noodles
French Beans Creamed Onions
Tossed Green Salad
Cookies
Rosy Apple Sauce
FOOD TIPS: The =nest food
buyer eill be just as wily about
vegetables as she is about meat.
She will compare prices, will bt
knowing about canned versus fresh,
versus frozen vegetable buys.
Right now some fresh vegetables
- as carrots which are plentiful.
have a price advantage over the
canned.
But other vegetables are eta
coming to market in limited supplies. And these may be cheaper
cienned or frozen.

•

In pricing fresh and canned beans
for today's menu, remember there
is some waste in the fresh beans.
A pound of beans gives three cups,
trimmed and cut for cooking. A
number two can gives about tee
and a half cups.

RI
an

is
th

So you are paying the same

amount per cup when you buy fresh.
green beans at 18 cents a pound al
dessert-tlavor•
An apple sauce
can of
bright and rosy with red cinnamon when v,,u buy a number two
bear-lIt cents.
candies-is tasty evith the ham.
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Not everybody; in
Galloway county subscribes to The Ledger
& Times but nearly
everrbody reads it.
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MISHY-Suey. tour-months-old tailless Siamese kitten belonging to a Denver. Colo., family, has his eyes glued
on an object of much interest In the goldfish bowl. A wet
paw paw bears evidence Of the big one that got away. Tilt
kitten is offspring of Siamese royalty -Fuey Louie and
Sheik Ung.

Read the Ledger & Times Classified Ads
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Job Printing Of Any Kind
Satisfactory Work Done The Way
You Want It

Americans Hope To Take Basketball
Medal From France Today In Finals
• I

Come In For

LETTER HEADS
TICKETS

STATIONERY

PROGRAMS

•

CARDS

ENVELOPES
•••

IN FACT,

ANYTHING IN THE WAY OF PRINTED MATTER
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BIRD OF A STORY—Conventional pets, such as dogs, cats,
and frogs, are out as far as Walter Blocker, 9, of New Orleans,
is concerned. He has taken up with a young mockingbird
that he found after it had fallen from its nest. Here the
bird, named Chirp-Chirp and now two months old, eats
bread from Walter's mouth. The bird flies off for hours
each day, but always returns in the evening to its benefactor.
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Spahn Leads Boston Braves In 2-1
Win Over Pursuing Brooklyn Dodgers
By CARL LUNDQUIST
United Press Sports Writer

who

was sent

after

games that

WESTERN ENVOYS
END THIRD TALK
WITH RUSSIANS

Moscow, Aug. 12. (UP).-American, British and French envoys
year
the
rap
against him talked with foreign minister V. M.
Lefty Warren Spahn, who might
just as well have spent the last was that he had all of his old stuff, Molotov for three hours tonight in
three weeks in Omsk.. Siberia as his speed, his curves, and his -brit.; the sixth of a series of east-west
1.u- as the Boston Braves were con- liant control, but still couldn't win. meetings of the German problem
cerned was back on the beam to- His last victory had been achieved
Ambassador W. Bedell Smith
day and it. was about lime.
an July 21 and in the ensuing per- said after the meeting, in reply to
Spahn, considered by many ob- iod he had been knocked out of a question whether this was the list
jective judges lo be top left hand- the box three straight times. Last of the series:
"We never do know, but I do not
ed pitcher in the National league. year at this time, however, he had
came through with a vital 2 to I won 14 games and was well on his think so."
victory last night over the Brook- way to a season total of 21.
Smith, Ambassador Yves Chatailyn Dodgers which put Boston four
The Pirates held back the third gneau of France and Frank Roberts
full games in front of the pursuing place Cardinals, also putting on a of Great Britsinleft the Kremlin
p./m. EDT). It was
pack in the National league race. ninth inning rally to win a 3 to 2 at 8 p. m.
He gave up only five hits and decision at Pittsburg which put the second time this week they
walked but one batter as he re- them back in fourth place ahead had visited the seat of the Soviet
corded his ninth victory against of the idle Giants.
government in their search for a
seven defeats.
. on which east-west difThe Indians turned the base-lines formula ,
The Braves put over the winning Into assembly lines for run produc- ferencet in Germany might be negrun for him against Dodger lefty tion at St. Louts. Massacering the otiated.
NEW YORK. Aug. 13.

UP)--

had

to be won.

This

-

Joe Alatten_ in the ninth inning Browns. 36 to 3 as they came with.
• when Tommy Holmes and Alvin In one tally of an American leave
Dark singled, pinch
hitter
Jeff record, yet they suffered the hun-t,
Heath was purposely passed and illation of going out of first piaie
relief pitcher Ralph, Branca let because they lost the opener of the
go with a wild pitch on his first double header, 8 to 4. The idle
toss to Bob Elliott, permitting the Athletics moved into tiro.. on peiwinning run to Wore..
centage points..
Spahn's victory had valuable
In the a-Jut second game spree
psychological aspects aside from pitcher Gene Bearden was the batthe fact.
it put Boston beyond
,
leader at well
as he
ting
the reach of Brooklyn in thel re= breezed to Is* 11th triumph. He
maining four games of the series. hit a hontse and three singles.
Because the lithe lefty from Buf- batting in four runs. Larry Doby,
falo. N. Y.. last year had been Boa- Jitn Regan. and Walt Judnich al- - -

kitued
wet
The
and

Is

ton's blue chips pitcher, the man

COLLEGE FAVORITE—
This two-piece rayon gabardine dress vas desinged
for back-to-college day and
more dressy occasions. The
gabardine fabric lends itself to fine tailoring — one
reason for les popularity on
the campus.

,

so homered in the carnage in
which 10 of the hits Were for extra bases.
The Yankees and Red Sc: were
rained out in the American and
there were no other games scheduled in either league.
YESTERDAY'S- STAR _ Lefty
Gene Bearden, who drove in four
runs with a homer and three singles, and pitched the India/tat to a
26 to 3 victory over the Browns
for an even break after St. Louis
won the opener, 8 to 4.

LETTER BOXES
ARE BACK
in Two Sizes

4

had a pleasant talk,' &math
Said. But in line with the decision to carry on the feelers in secrecy, he declined to make any specific comment.
After the meetings the three
westerners gathered as usual for a
coordinate their reports to Washington. London and Paris
Smith's hint at further consultations tallied with iii unofficial
forecast that the western envoys
would see Molotov again, possibly
tomorrow, with a windup session
with Premier Josef Stalin a day
of two later.
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1%4 EET Andrew, brother of Simon
11'1 Peter, fisherman of Galilee.
Follow his career and you will aciount him one of the truly great
men of the ages,
chiefly because he
was ever alert to
help men on to God.
He was always istroducing his friends
to Jesus. .
There are many
passages of scripture
cited for this study,
with the devotional
reading in Luke and
the Golden Tepct
Dr. Newton from John 1:40: He
brought him to
Jesus."

• • •
WHAT ANDREW TOLD HIS
FRIENDS

Robert Ba-r7Ovi- is

home

from

Chicago, but I haven't heard if
he is visiting or got tired of the
Windy City.
Mrs. Mabel Shim and Mr. and
Mrs.' Jessie Rose were Monday
Mrs. Cal-eaters of.,
vin Holley andeson add Aunt Uzirile JoneS we are glad to hear Mrs.
Holley is home from the hospital
and doing so-well.

Warrick Wilson have gone to De- David Linville and ,Diannie were Mrs. Eunice Cooper spent Tnestroit.
also
guests of the Linville day night with her brotktr David
H4rmon and son.
Mrs. Odell King and children. girls.

Andrew, The ManWh
Brought Others

kles

PAGE THREE

Willoughby and children, Mr, and Mrs. Moela Fitts spent Tuesday
Mrs. Barnett. Mr and •Mrs. D. C. with Mrs. Myrtle Steele.
Mr. and Mrs. Almous.Steele were
Laycoch and Robert Barrow enSunday dinner guests of Mr. and
joyed ice cream.
Mrs. Earle Steele and baby.
Melvin Farris, Ruble Thrumond,
Mr. and Mrs. Burford Barton
Barrow
Robert
Boss Layboch and
were-week --end guests- -rif-Mr.•-and
werst-tistitrig-Tuesday. Didn't
much hick I hear.
Mrs. George -Linville and Butch
Mr. and Mrs. William Grubbs Solomon and- all were Sunday dinviiiited Mrs._ Zell& Wischart Sun- ner guests of Misites Mayki_Mabel
day afternoon, Mr. Wisehart and and Rho Linville, Mr. and Mrs.

TML

there
beans.
I cups,
ng.
It twc

•- •

TEE LEDGER & TIMES, MURRAY, MISITUCKT

IT'S GOOD BUSINESS
TO EMPLOY
DISABLED VETERANS

Formal Opening
SATURDAY, AUGUST 14

Murray Route V
Still needing rain very badly.
Dr. Hopson was called to see
Tosco Collins Sunday morning.
Mrs. David Harmon is improving
nicely and will be home Thursday of this week.
Mr and Mrs. Otis Falwell attended services at Sugar Tree Baptist,Church Sunday and were dinner guests of Mr. and Mrs. Frank
/Wells and children.

WHEN Andrew met Jesus, and
V, discovered in him the Saviour
of men, he went and found his
brother, Simon, and said unto him,
"We have found the Messiah, which
is, being interpreted, the Christ,"
John 1:41.
What do we tell our friends? Do
we not delight to tell our friends
what we have found to be good?
This was the Mission of Andrew—
telling his friends about Jesus, for
he lied found in Jesus that which
was good,. John the Baptist had told
Andrew about JeSus, and he was
determined that he would tell everyone Who would listen this good news.
• • •

HOW ANDREW KNEW ABOUT
JESUS
NDREW got his impressions of

Mrs Mattie Housden was Sunday dinner guest of Mrs. May

arubbs.

Mr. and Mrs. Franklin Oliver and
children
were Sunday
dinner
guest of Mr. and Mrs. Clovis
Grubbs and son. Johnny Oliver
visited till Wednesday with Lowell
Grubbs.
Mr. and Mrs. Loman Thompson,
Wilma and Macie. Mr. and Mrs..
D. C Laycoch, Robert Barrow.
Mr. and Mrs. Aubrey Willoughby,
Nancy and Linda spent Sat. with
Mr, and Mrs. Ruble Thurmond,
Martha May and Edna Belle.
Mr. and Mrs. Walter Thurman
were Monday night guests of the,
Thaman family and bed time
callers were Mr. and 'Mrs. Aubrey

Although we are now open for business, our formal
opening date is SATURDAY
We have in stock, all staple groceries at reasonable
prices - — fresh meats and refrigerated produce.
LOCATION —
Corner of Second and Main Streets
We have a completely new store with modern lighting and fixtures.

COME IN AND SEE US

Hurt and Alexander
Clarence Hurt

L. C. Alexander

sr-

5.%

A

Jesus firsthand. When hishettird
John the Baptist say, "Behold the
Lamb of God that taketh away the
win of the world," he went on to
Inquire about Jesus, and Jesus bade
him and John spend the day with
Him. They did, from 10 o'clock in
the morning until late afternoon.
That was enough. Andrew knew
from that day about Jesus. He was
now ready to, tell others what he
knew about Jesus.
Do we know Jesus well enough
to tell others about him? If a
Ballerina& could tell the story efBut
fectively, cannot everyone?
let us remember this, no man can
introduce his friend to Jesus until
he himself knows Jesus.
• • •

CAR SERVICE

THE MAN WHO BROUGHT
OTHERS
ET'S look for moment at some
of the people Andrew brought
to Jesus. We begin,.of course, with

L

Simon. his brother. Here, I think,
is the highest test of his ability to
tell others about Jesus—bringing
his own brother. It is often easier
to tell strangers about Jesus than
those of our own family.
And now we see Andrew yonder
in the multitude, finding the lad
with the loaves and fishes, and
bringing him to Jesus. That is the
test of seeing the right person at
the right time. And again this'. is
the acid test of introducing people
to Jesus.
Again, we see Andrew sensing the
fact that some young Greeks had
come a long way to see Jesus. He
knew how to help them. In this incident we see the final example of
winning people to Jesus—cultured
Greeks, who were familiar, we may
assume, with the current thought of
the world. But this simple fisherman of Galilee knew how to approach them, how to gain their attention, how to bring them to Jesus.
• • •

THEY WAIT FOR THE ANDREWS
TODAY
rrHE world waits for some An-

IT CANIAPPEN TO YOU
When an accident or breakdown occurs — call 373
and our tow car will come to
the rescue immediately.

We also do heavy lifting of
all kinds for reasonable rates
We go anywhere at any.
time.

drew today. I fully believe that
most people could be won to Christ
if only there were enough Andrews.
Rarely have I had a person to repel
me when I faithfully followed the
leading of the Holy Spirit to speak
to such person about Jesus.
Andrew did not rely upon his own
resources. He went in the might of
the Lord. He knew what Jesus had
done for him. He yearned to see all
men enjoy their blessing. He was a
simple messenger—a voice.
And God give him words—words
that fell like good seed into fertile
soil. So may we today introduce our
friends to Jesus. Only let us remember this--,we must first know
him!
•

•

•

(Copyright by th• International Couneti
of Religious Education on behalf el 40
denomlnatlens.
PTotitstant
Released
by
WNU Features.)

Philosophy
A little philosophy Inclineth man's
mind to atheism, but depth in philosophy bringeth man's mind about
to religion.—Bacon.

24-HOUR WRECKER SERVICE

PARKER MOTORS
Sixth and Main

Protect Your Driving Pleasure
with a Mid-Summer Check-Up

Try to do to others as you would
have them do to you, and do not
be discouraged if they fall some

• New Factory Built Engine• New Distributor
• New Brakes
Block Assembly
• New Paint Job
• New Clutch

• New Carburetor
• New Radio
• New Seat Covers

Use Our Easy Payment Plan and Pay As You Ride

PORTER MOTOR COMPANY

times.—Dickens.
504

Phone 373
READ THE

Phone

Maple
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374-H

2 Who was the mother of John
Homcmakers At •
I the Baptist?
3. Name three persons raised front'
Penny Me-.et With
Mrs. Charlie Clayto-n
4. What kind of wood did Noah
•

A e:al

---,CAMERON Do KERY
—.
bit-

taa ,,f
.,pcidly use ,,in the ark? Give dimensions.
What three crimes did Baiabd
Heniernale.., tal.,L
bas comma?
Charlia
Distributed
by United Feature Syndicate, Inc.
6. Whose bone; did Moots take
poen Aireusi
mcsl.th•r.t, • with him from Egypt?
He drank up half my liquor
CHAPTER THIRTEEN
Mrs Jack
t. ,r thi Bible I 7. What ship-wrecked sailors met MOODILY. Lotus leaned on stocks."
choir ea 23rd
So Jacques Renault died tini•raer by at the three taverns near Rome,
reading. fl'a••a..d
'
Iv the balustrade of her small mourned.
8. What New Testament preacher
,
• Mrs • Ch. stir Chantt
at
the
and
stared
balcony
1.3..11 called has hearers vipers? Why?
Dunne, ya
below, the masts A LMOST without being con9. How' many beatitudes did Je- waterfront
inter
scious of it. Lotus watched a
were rmait f.,r ti..
funnels
of the ships cream
and
and chromium roadster
.11 be held Aag,- ..sus pronounce?
othe Fair. va
Cafe
and
moored
opposite
the
drive
up to the S.S. Gonzales. disld What vegetable was the basis
the anr.ual p.cmc
ust 18 a- 2, ,
passenger, then make's,
charge
a
warehouses.
which a ill be Friday night, Aug- for the 'pottage that Jacob gave
The docks were almost deserted. sweeping turn across the railroad
Essat.'
ust 20. was thscusised.
the only activity apparent was the tracks and come to a swishing
.• •
At the ••• neli.c,-n. dainty 1..fresh•-discharge of cargo from the hold stop beneath her balcony. The
ments y.ere •erv•u to*the teh monof a freighter which had arrived driver raised his arm in gay salute.
that morning. Its name, in gold It was Stacy Corbin.
"Hello there, Rosa! Clone down
letters against a black hull, stood
rneetang u.:1t be with
The
out boldly in the sunshine—S.S. and join me."
NI,•ncla.
Mrs. 1...la in
"I'm tn costume. Stacy."
Gonzales.
f
r
"Who isn't? Don't you recognize
afttaitas-n St aia
She watched the long. strong a pirate when you see one?"
.
.
!
' *
He
'
Tlie Marguerite Halium YWA of arm of the crane swing crates and
pointed to a skull and crossbones
:Memorial 'Baptist church met bales to the dock side. From bloCke
cap lying on the seat beside hint.
, Tuesday evenini.- August 10. at the away the shouting and revelry of She saw that he was wearing an
the crowd moving toward Canal open-necked silk shirt and short
home of Mas• Betty Jo Harrell.
1
Street reached her but dimly now. velvet trousers that had been dewas free GO join
laatY Mexican din- Doubtless she
!ler of enehiladus and Oka the pm- them, but the experience with liberately torn around the knees.
morgue had Ws- In his belt was an elaborately
on
Lawrence
in
the
-The Romance a,af....Latin
The M: Ha Or.o „VILS C S. r a t at gr..m
carved dagger.
the cou:-,ti Wednesday afternoon. ; Anarican Missions- was given with pinted her thoroughly.
"I have to attend to some busi'All a part of the game. my ness for Dad on the Gonzales.
Mrs. Virginia Hewitt. program
August I I
girl."
he
had
said.
Olt:Marl. IQ charge.
Come with me—you'll see someThe pr.:gr..in read sr 11,We:
Perhaps it was to him. Running thing interesting, I can promise
Call, • d What ui _Tile group was anjourned after a down criminals and eliminating you."
Misses them from society was his prolesClay , short business meeting.
1
Mrs
Friend
Dtv. t
Hoping to destroy the desponSmith. Reada.g Mrs. Nable Fuqua. I Done Hendricks and Dixie Harp -non, but she was miserable. Even dent mood in which the morning's
Those. ..-ansA,r.!. n II call. were: ; were welcomed - aew members. being indirectly responsible for the events had left her, she- accepted.
,
serefectious. his
demise of Jacques Renault. a Stacy's smile wa
Mrs. Mile 1
Mrs Mary let r Ara
known crook, was upsetting. They hand squeezed he
riefly. .
Pigg. Mrs. E. H Sit,,lb Mrs. Claud
-The Gonzales would have to
had never exchanged more than a
MIsS
.
Lou!
Smith. Mrs Cl..:.
few sentences, he'd never harmed arrive during Mardi Gras!"
Smith Mrs II F Gutrrc, MTS. Ed- •
They drove up beside the gangher in any way as far as she knew.
Aug wit IS
die 13,11.agien Mrs: 1-1,1he Watson.;
When she'd explained this to way and a man in charge of the
u
ding walked up to the side of
Fuqua_ dismissed with
__The Cara Graves Circle of the Lawrence he'd chuckled dryly.
Mrs. X.
e car. "They're going to send it
College Presbyter-in church wall be "You're not as cold-blooded as
prioi-r by Mrs. G-athr,e
down now. Mr. Corbin."
Sm:th w.11 have charge in charge aaf a panic supper for thought."
M
"Qkay—my truck will be here in
"I don't like being involved in
of Bible ,t,ai.• fer St jai, nitp,r Les- the rat ire church congregation at
a moment to pict it up.' He turned
someone's murder."
to Lotus. "Hold on to those gorebapter. a.
6-30.
C:ty Pink
son: Jaen,.
"Look here," he'd said patiently.
geous orbs of yours so they won't
_ Quest:,
"they probably diebtat intend kill,
_
t 1.! !fit'
:tt.
eass--s1o4 ing him. Theyaprobably gave him pop out—this ought to be quite a
1. H.A.
024 wiz c•Ass111243
sight.'
his walking papers and he put up
get the business
in Fgao,t
They watched a steel-barred
an argument — he had a mean- cage with heavy meshing being
looking knife in his hand when the slowly lowered over
the side. The
pollee found him."
stevedores maneuvered it gently to
She knew he was lying to spare a platform from where
it could be
her feelings.
loaded onto a truck. Lotus and
"You said you wanted me for Stacy mounted the steps and stood
some other purpose," she reminded beside it. Two small. almondhim."What was it?"
shaped eyes, glistening and yellow.
coos- C_
met Lotus' and she drew back hurHAD flushed a little and his riedly. A vile, fetid stench assailed
eyes glittered behind the peep- her nostrils.
holes of his meat
"Ugh! Snakes!"
"I've changed my mind—it
Stacy Corbin laughed at her diswould be adding insult to Injury." gust. "Boaz, my sweet — two of
She was curious now."What was them.'
It?"
One of the reptiles lay in torpid
"I was going to take you to the muscular coils, apparently asleep,
city jail and let you view the bin- but the other moved slowly, sliding
ful of hopheads we've rounded up over his companion's body, and the
during the past week. I thought it late sun gleamed iridescently on
might give you a better Idea of his moist skin. His head was large
what were up against and the and deadly-appearing.
necessity of eluninaing it."
"What are you going to do with
them?" she asked curiously.
"Oh. Well .
I ..."
"They're Dad's, not mine. We
I'm
not
taking
you.
"Never mind.
It would be a little ghoulish on owns an island about fifty miles
Mardi Gras day and in these as- from New Orleans and he's stockstrusiic PiCtilt1
comes. Thom poor, weak-minded ing a private zoo on it He likes
devils have enough to upset them everything in pairs, kind of like
old man Noah," he laughingly exas it
His tone had surprised her. "You plained.
Lotus had never liked snakes
pity them?"
"I do. Most of them are victims and these two were particularly
TED DONALDSON — 'JOHN LITEL
repulsive
and malevolent looking.
of circumstances—poverty, family
troubles or illness. Drugs give them She shuddered and looked away.
in
a brief respite, a temporary peace. Seeing her gesture. Stacy grinned
and they're too tired and weak- teasingly. "What's the matter?"
"They're the second unpleasant
willed to resist. It's our job to see
that they don't get their hands on sight I've seen today . Prom a
morgue to snakes. which Is worse?"
It in the first place."
"A morgue?"
Facets of his character were
-Yes. I had to identify a man.'
constantly startling her. When she
She explained about Jacques
expected him to be angry he was
r.irn where she expected him to Renault As she talked, his blue
show contempt he was sympathet- eyes studied her anxiously, but she
ic. She had thought he would have had the definite impression that
only scorn for those with whom his he was really not surprised at the
profession so often brought him in news.
"Too bad." he commented. -The
contact.
-- Starring
"Sorry we can't see something little French waiter with the oldof Mardi Graz together," he said fashioned goatee. eh? I remember
DON DeFORE — ANN HARDING
tersely as he dropped her in front him. Do they know who killed
of Chloe Duval's massive door.'but him?"
No. They said it was probably
lye other fish to fry this aftera waterfront brawl and it would
noon."
ONE DAY
"What shall I say if Chloe asks be almost impossible to trace the
ONLY
murderer in carnival time."
'
me about this morning?"
"Oh
I see. Wen. too bad."
"You can tell her about Renault.
Was her imagination playing
It's all open and above board—
she's bound to know tomorrow. tricks on her. or did Stacy Corbin
really seem relieved?
anyway
But Chloe Duval nad not oeen
at all disturbed hy the news.
"That pecg. Jacques!" she ex- ,(aOthethce/tacirriat/etbLpricataortorknn;lantilaridttsho-i:li,ttatter.
claimed. "He ems eettair oft

b.:.
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Marguerite•Hallum
Group Meets With .
miss Betty Harrell

,.,.

Mt. Hebron W.S.C.S. . -he
.
Meets At Church
Wednesday Afternoon! r-anu.ing '.

•

WIRED FOR FENCING—Capt.J. J.J. Mere of Spain gets wired
!or light as he prepares for his match in the Olympic Games
Pentathlon competition, A light on an umpire's desk registers
when a participant is touched in a fencing match.

elk

FOOTBALL FEROCITY—Wayne Burrow, Oklahoma A. & M
guard, takes the pigskin game seriously, so keep out of hi
way when the football season commences. Soon he'll b
busy rehearsing a few bone-crushing plays with othe
way.
A.& M bruisers nut Stillwater

Mr. and Mrs.
Pete Self and
daughter Carrie and Clara Self, visited Friday afternoon with Mr. and
Mrs. Richard Self and children
Pearl and Bill Ray Self.
Mr. and Mrs. Douglas and children are visiting his parents, Doctor
and Mrs. Douglas, one of the Doctor Douglas's daughter's and her
family are also visiting Mr. and
Mrs. Douglas.
Little 18 month old William Ray
Self is suffering from a badly burned arm. His arm is burned from his
elbod ,on down to his fingers. He
is the son of Mr. and Mrs. Richard
Ray Self of Murray route 5. We
surely hope little Bill soon gets a
lot better .
" Mr. and Mrs. -Pete, Self are expecting their daughter. her husband
and children from Pontiac, Mich.

/

"MY DOG RUSTY"
_

Last Times

Ifir

TODAY

"lT HAPPENED ON 5th AVENUE"

SATURDAY

:FZCTACZTLAII ACTION AND ROMANCEii
•
ON,THE OLD t.
,immortalized by
Robert Louis Stevenson

CRUM KM

DVOT
EIRESI

•••••••••

j

•

,tiA KIRI • IRA
- feettit fttp re-tow town

SUNDAY
and MONDAY

'TIIE MIRACLEFE BELS'A
MaciliRAY• YAW•SINATRA

Sammy,
STRANGE DUET—Real pals are Joe, the duck, and Parsons,
of
Schofield
F.
A.
by
owned
spaniel,
cocker
a black
Joe is the
Kan. Half mallard and half white tame duck, Sammy's
unofficial mouthpiece of the duo, having taken over
more
watchdog duties . Seldom are the pair separated by
than a few feet

.thLEE J. C088 • NAM VERIRTIA

‘Sionewiedetomimeimmidinrt
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•

••••••este••strs:tyt,*,,
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sell
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as never'before

FOR
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FOR
Aphoi
Leal
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Mrs.
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FOR
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heat
mat'
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VARSITY THEATRE
•-11 Happened On Fifth Avenue.",
al Hr. 52 Min.)
Feature Starts: I:00-3:05-5:15-7:251:35.
CAPITOL THEATRE
-Bandits of Dark Canyon."
$59 Min.) Feature Starts: 120-2:441.08-5:32-6:56-8:20-9:44.

seqor
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Mrs W. I) Brown is spending
her vacation in Sheffield. Ala., with
SHOP ALL 9 FLOORS
Mr. and Mrs.
C. Phillips of
Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Horton her daughter.
for
Harris rove had as their guests are guests this week of relatives
Saturday afternoon Mr. and Mrs.
and friends in Tupelo and Corinth,
Furniture
•
Robert James. Osage, Teen_ and
Mr. and .Mrs. Poyner Mangram, Miss• Rugs and Carpets
• •
Okla. Mrs. J. T. Rainey and little
• Home Furnishings
Aryl* reeling. soothing.
01 IC K
Bryant Jones, resident of Model, Si.,,. I.VA.G0 Also low Prickly H.m.
daughter Carmile of Cottage Grove.
Swear,
I •et. Jockey
Tired
One
Skin.
••
The Very Next Time
Tenn is ..a patient at the Murray
Side
Ferry
is,sod
ii o •4 *re stem or 5, mall Iron STUT1'3
You Are
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Clark,- Chi- Hospital.'
LABORATORIES. FLORENER, ALARAIWA.
•
cago. and children Carole and RodHopkinsville
ney are spending thir vacation with
Mrs. E. Filbeck has as her
their parents Mrs. Pearl Jones and houseguesta Mrs. Robert Oergman
Mr. and Mrs. M. 0. Clark and and son Jimmy, Miss Orna,'Zornes
other relatives in Murray and the and Mr. Don McGuire of Hatardi
county.
: _a. •
Ky.--••
• •
Mr. and Mrs. William S. Major
Miss Joyce Wynn will spend the
JOHNSON SEA HORSE
and children, Bob and Ellen. of weekend in Bowling Green visitPIttsbuig. Pa., will arrive Satur- ing friends.
SALES — SERVICE — PARTS
day to bt- the guests of Mra Major
* ••
SERVICE, ON ALL MAKES
parents. Mr. and Mrs. Wallace McMr. and Mrs. Grieg Miller left
Elrafh, The Mapaes' were due a Thursday for Bristol. Va., to spencla_
Motors At Bargain Prices
Used
few days ago, but were delayed en- 10 days with . their son and family,!
route.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles C. Miller and
Motors for Rent
201 So. 7th
Phone 397
Mrs. Mary Laguna; Baker has re- Ann. He is personnel' officer With
;h:omm
e as
ep
lte
itai
r dw
iske
mire
s- the TVA.
satuirnediromto
.Murray.she was imder treatment,

POISON IVY
Dale & Stubblefield

MELUGIN OUTBOARD

Teiry Grant is On Los Angeles,
Cal.. for a visit with his brother,
Perry Grunt and family.
•

•
r

„Mrs.'Finis Flood. Puryear. Tenn.,
has been admitted o'a alutray Hospital for treatment.
•

•

Mrs. Cora Gibbs has, returned to
her home in Detroit miler 5; visit
wish-relatives in Murray end the
.
County

a

KENTUCKY
LAKE-SIDE LOTS
IRVIN COBB RESORT, Inc.
AT AUCTION
18 beautiful and spacious lots adjacent to Irvin Cobb Resort, loCated 10
miles from Murray, Ky. These lots are exclusive, wonderful shade, all
lots face a newly constructed road and all lots have lake view. Irvin
Cobb Resort has a fine Boat dock, numerous barbecue pits, tables, grocery store, cottages, picnic ground, good fishing and the most wonderful location on Kentucky Lake. These lots will be sold at public auction AUGUST 19th at 2:00 P. M. For further information or copy of
plat, wire
BAUCUM REAL ESTATE AGENCY
Peoples Savings Bank Building

Murray, Kentucky

-a•••••••

t''''.77."'"'"?,•••••TV!
.
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Broil
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Personal Paragraphs

Mrs; Napoleon Parker, resident
of Havel, wilaredmitted to the Murray HospitalerThursday fur treatment.

4 to Page - - In Duplicate
GOOD FOR ANY USE WHERE A
RECEIPT IS REQUIRED
LEDGER &, TIMES

Keach's

TI ME

The Sunday Scheel of .the First
Christian church' wilrehjoy a pic-.1 ?leen. A large number is expected
• •
n.• f•,r
memb. r•-• and fr,
nis • a•lend
.
-"Miss Elisabeth Oliver,• teacher
In the Ponca City, -Okla., school
has arrived for a visit with het
mother. Mrs. Nettie Oliver. She
Direct Route Kentucky to Mk higan
has been teaching the Indiana girls
Fastest Time-Tbru Buses — kihortest Rote
in a private boarding school for
Allaiests Reserved — Radio for Your Pleasure — Pillow Service
a number a years.
Daly Schedule — Lv. Murray 11 00 am, Ar. Detroit 545 a.m.
Fare $10 05. witbostelix — Make Seat ReservationtiaEarly
Barney ICachall, a farmer of
For Information Call
near Hazel, il a medical student at
Murray Res Terininal
Paducah Bus Terminal
Murray Hospital.
,,.the.
l'ho•ne 456
• •
Pt ,rr,•• 604

RECEIPT BOOKS

FOR
stovaltar
Mon
Will

hseea Axe.'

BROOKS BUS LINE

1449
nkr SILVE

FOR
corn
tor.
Ove
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old ;

They are coming back to make
their home here. Mr. and Mrs.
Scott have lived in Pontiac, Mich.
Hello everybody, Hope all are
the past 5 years.
well.
Mr. and Mrs. Joe Dick McNutt
Mr. and Mrs. Hansford Douglas visited Mr. and Mrs. Pete Self
and children from Mich. are visit- and children, Thursday morning.
ing his parents Doctor and Mrs.
Douglas of Murray, Ky.

FRIDAY
and Satin-4847-

Coming SUNDAY and MONDAY

buy.
and
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CUM

Fri

and Save Money

—

Fos Sale
FOR SALE-8-ft. 1939 Frigidaire.
Good condition. Call 255—Marilin
Mason, between 10:00 and 12:00
a.m.
Al3c
FOR SALE—Baby bed and mattress, teeter-babe, high chair, swing
and car seat—$25.00. Telephone
131-M.
A13c
•

IMPORTANT TO KELVINATOR
OWNERS—If you live in Calloway
County—If you have purchased
any Kelvinator appliance, range,
refrigerator, water heater — from
any source other than your authorized dealer, Riley Furniture Co.,
your guarantee is not in effect. If
you wish to have these appliances
guaranteed, at no cost to you, contact Riley Furniture and Appliance
Co., at once—Phone 587.

id
ies
erg

make
Mrs.
Mich.

icNutt
Self
ing.
— —

He'

CALLOWAY MONUMENT WORKS

FOR SALE—Five-room house one- WE SPECIALIZE m COUNTRY
half mile south of Murray on Con- HAM, steaks, chops and
plate
cord highway. Hardwood floors, lunches. All kinds of sandwiches
water and lights. See L. P. Hen- Rudy's Restaurant
If
don or call 82.
A17c
a

Vester Orr, Owner

Services Offered

DON'T FORGET our Auto Auction
Sale every Saturday beginning at
10:30, rain or shine. $2.00 if they
FOR SERVICE ON RADIOS, re
don't sell, 810.00 if they ,clo sell.
frigerators, electrical appliances
Anybody can sell . .. anybody can electric wiring, motor repair, come
buy.—Main Street Car Exchange
in or phone 9134 day, 759-J night.
and Auction Co.. Hopkinsville,
--Greenfield Electric Service, 101
Ky.
E. Main, next to railroad. Pick up
A14p
FOR SALE—Farmall tractor F 20, and delivery.
complete with disc, plow, cultivaCOMMUNITY DECORATING CO..
tor. See Orvis Fielder on George
painting inside and outside. ComOverbey farm, 2 miles. on Con- plete
decorating service. Contract
cord road an* I. 1-2 miles left on or
hour. Call 888-11-4. Free estiold Providence road.
A13p mates.
tf
FOR SALE—Dual therm fuel oil
stove. Barrel and pipes. Garage
aisartment across frona Calloway
Monument Works. Leaving town.
Will sell dwelt.
A14p FOR RENT—Unfurnished apartment with private bath and enFOR SALE—Two-eye electric hot trance. Heat furnished. Availaplate with 3-heat switch and with ble September 1— Emma Helm,
ovenette. Good condition. Ideal 1403 Farmer Ave:
Telephone
for couple or lake cottage. Will 509-W.
A13c
sell cheap. Call 522-W or see at
FOR
SALE
OR
RENT
—
4-room
388 North Sixth Street after 5
p.m.
A 14 house on N. 8th St. For Rent— 3room apartment on N. 3rd St. 5FOR SALE—Conn cornet. Good room house on Poplar St. All vacondition. Call 238-W.
Al3c
Al8p cant now—T. 0. Turner.

For Rent

,LARGE HOUSE TRAILER—Park- FOR RENT— 3-room duplex apt.
at at the Texaco Station on Main Private entrance and bath. W. J.
Street. Priced to sell.
TWFp Pitman, 503 Olive St. or Telephone
837.
Al&
FOR SALE—Combination radiophonograph.
Will sell
cheap. FOR RENT—Three-room apartment
Leaving town. Call 318.
Aleic
Alec Call Love's Studio. 92-.7.

Phone 85

CROSSWORD PUZZLE

Pp FAM MEN

QUAINT RAYON —
girls love to dress up in
party clothes reminescent
of another day, and goy
rayon taffeta plaid USed
for the bodice, sleeves sm.!
hemline ruffle hrlp to give
the new loolc to this smallfry on (It R—nn fnilIe is an
..s:.
ic
Ideal r
I. r

Uncle Sam Says

ROWLAND Refrigeration Sales and
Service. Supplies, Phone 983-J.,
Hazel Highway, one block south!
of Sycamore Street,

...in your car Mealleol-*-

Hendon Texaco Service Station

Ideal Reading

NANCY

By Ernie Bushmiller

WHAT A
WONDERFUL
BOOK THIS
IS

sup FEET OF LUMBER

Notices

MPER

7/

FOR SALE—One electric washing
roachine with wringer, used carefully. double rinse tubs on wheels.
We switched to automatic washer.
One kerosene side arm
water
heater, can be used with automatic fuel feed tank if desired.
Nesco 18-qt. electric roaster. Call
292-M. 717 Elm.
A leic

I.

lop
aprortyrdnce

.41

'FOR. SALE — Almost new studio
couch and rocker. Can be seen at
Mrs. Noel Cole, College View addition. Phone 408-W
' Alic

for sale
—Accurately sawn. Poplar and
oak. See John Nance at Nance
Brothers Sawmill, New
Concord.
Alec

I his withers.
But 1 that came later, after all 'The old timers at Saratoga will
That Iron.
;running pair held the
d racing luck in the book tell you ,that Man 0•War proved
places to the top of 'the stretch had( been tossed at his proud red that—in defeat—exactly 29 years
for gr:atness.
went hitt" the as Man O'W. • worked his way head on Aug. 13, 1919 and
By OSCAR FRALEY
he took ago today.
United Press Sports Writes
Sanford an odds-on favorite' and at. through the pack and up into third it without quitting.
best was expected to get only a place but h." couldn't .'et through.
NEW YORK, Aug. 13 i UP)—
Old Will Harbut, Big Red's- trainFarmers in Jessamine county,
Twenty-nine years ago today an workout from Mrs. Walter M. Jef- They had hint bottled and they .cr. used to say he was:
. particularly on the smaller farms.
ford's
Golden
Broom.
There
were
kept
htin
there
right
into
the
•
aptly-named chestnut colt called
' horse that ever are -said to be milking more cows
stretch.
Upset wrote racing history at Sara- five othtrs entered.
than ever before.
was."
But everybody overlooked the
Then Upset suddenly made his
toga when his thundering hoofs
handed mut hty Man O'Wzar the little chestnut colt called Upset. move. Little Willie Knapp went
only defeat of his story book ca- Harry Payne Whitney's color bear- to the whip and th‘.! Whitney colt
er had bzen idle moat of the sum- leaped past Golden Broom and
reer.
with influenza and he. brought headed toward the nearing wire.
Both of them are gone now, a mer
Loftus meanwhile finally had
part of the ghostly memories which a fat price in the hand books.
They argue that the starter was gone outside of Golden Broom with
sweetly haunt the spa, but as preparations are made for Monday's befuddled and that Johnny Loftus, Man O'War. And, Liven racing
36th running of the Sanford the up on Man O'War, was nervous. room, the golden thunderbolt was
blazing down the stretch with a 1
2 BLOCKS WEST OF COLLEGE ON
old timers insist you see only one But whatever the reason, Big Red
was .,ff a poor fifth as the field giant stride which slowly closed'
such race in a lifetime.
HIGHWAY 94
Big Reel, even then in 1919 as a of seven broke from the barrier. the earlOut there in front, as expected,
He .was a wild horse, a great rd
two-year-old with six straight victories, had the look of eagles in roared Golden Broom. The little tornado, defying and destroying"'
his eyes. This was a horse destined horse named Upset was eight at time and distance. Yet at the wire.
there was an instant in which the
light blue: blouse of Whitney still
ANSWER. TO 191111911031S PUZZLI
showed in front before it was bloted out as the Golden Stallion
ACKOSS
32-Spina
swept past him—too
1-Girl
35-5odium (symb.)
9-liate of speed
36-Sea bird
That -ikas the first, and only
9-Body of water
31I-To incite
MAWIP gRION
time Man O'War ever failed to
2-Not working
39-A dessert ipl.1
4MMW2WR
MOUA
5-What a deserter
41-To halt
bring the blcck and corn silk' yelrOMUVI OUFII
Is
43-Sooner than
low of Glen Riddle farm holene in 4-Light hit
44-Gaelic
.M2
M
daq043g
4
45-Attire
5-Pared
N 1 C
front.
MEMO MIRA e
7-Dedicated
47-High card
lk
P.021 Mii142goi
9-Shade tree
4/1-To ransom
Big "Red won three more as a
0-Lanca
50-Triads
jUI4IrV,
two-year-old that same year and
1--Carern
53-To grow old
MEMPIQua EQUE0
3-Pipe Joint
54-The hyena girl
then breezed through II straight
4-Something owed
56-Irish ere. State
AWP MlUITOP
7-Completed
57-Deity
races the next• season to justify
DUr
UM U S
56-Social climbs"
9-93ost unusual
his rik.ht. to greatness.
02MW M 0 A WUA
41-"snusla rabbit
lalangl
1-Fronoun
119-00 •wayl
It, was in 1920. the next year,
DOWN
that he gained his long-awaited
2 5 •I
S 6 7 8
1-Edge
9 at II'
revenge, running upset into the
2-Fruit drink
ground at Pimlico to take the
3-Arm cover
rz
3
4-Veuders
Preakness.
6-Cushion
5
Se
f-An exclamation
18
7-To work with
5-River In German
9-Looked at flzedly
kuLAMIL
10-To dine
11-To mimic
V
2
,
,
a'
16
'f• 21
r
6
15-Printers'
-)Flying ants may be termites
measure
• ks
possibly in your home. A FREE
2/
16-Boy
29 05°
20-Burners
TERMINIX INSPECTION will
21-Visits
3e
si
ge.2 53
give
you accurate informatioreon
22-To turn aside
the extent of termite damage in
23-Members of
Indian
tribe
Ns
Ask us for a tankful today, Your car
your property. Don't delay, call
25-Parts of skeleton
today!
seems to have wings when. it is powered by
20-To nag
42 ra
21-Syrian deity
Texaco Sky Chief gasoline. Sky Chief menu
Phone 262
33 -Father
34-Mental images
ill
you TRAVEL FIRST CLASS — it's for duos'
MURRAY
LUMBER
CO.
37-Bowed head
who want the best.
40-Calm
Authoriard
Pecnewentative
of
Z
51
42-Prenz- before
Valley
Terminal(
Corm,
Oluo
DRIVE IN FOR SKY CHIEF
46-Lampreys
47-Land measure
s,,kCE
Sit
•
46-Tatter
49--Self
Al AtIwortisost Ia "Illso agar'
50-Label
If
51-Age
200 North Fourth Stre4t
S2-To put
1.0184., Iry et. I m.o..
Phone 82
SS-Negative

Today's Sports Parade

KAIHI4 BOOTH. lovely
actress who will soon be seen in
"Rig City," wears this beautiful
hat to set off "that little black
dress" which is in every woman's
wardrobe. The witchery of black
chantilly lace falling gracefully
from the crown, and the two
delicate pink ropes at the back
lend femininity to an otherwise
severe sailor. Designed by Leslie
James.

Vacation Time! What • wealth ol
memories this brings to mind. 01
Ike keen anticipation with which we
waited for those trips to the sea
shore or to the mountains. The
wonderful times we enjoyed are sill
vivid remembrances. But bow abow
the future? Can you look forwart
Sc, the hazards of that future witl
the souse assurance? You ran if yoa
hio,e • nice nest-egg of U. S. Swe
inept Bonds, Simply sign up fn.
the Payroll Savings Plan where yea
work or for the self-employed joie
the Bond-A-Month Club at you
U. S. TeessuryDeporloset
own bank.

7

WE SELL

grIFIlm•••••••1mr

RUBBER STAMPS

ments dormant.
Curb stocks irregular.
Chicago stocks irregular.
Silver unchanged in New York
at 75 5-8 cents a tine ounce.
Grains in Chicago: Wheat, corn.
oats, rye and soybeans futures were
steady.

Ledger & Times

ALLEIRItTEN'S GROCERY
GENERAL MERCHANDISE

Feed

: Seed

Fertilizer

:

MARKETS AT AGLANCE
Stocks irregular in quiet trading.
Bonds irregular; U. S. Govern,

Washingette Service In Basement
New Concord

ABBIE an' SLATS

Ugly Dream

By Rae burn Van Burns

YOU'LL PO IT YOU'LL
MAKE ME LOOK NICE
AND ROTTEN -LIKE
HIM?

Not everybody in
Calloway county subscribes to The Ledger
& Times but nearly
everybody reads it.
SEE

Urban G. Starks

LI'L ABNER

By Al Capp

The Master's Voice ! !

FOR

HAVE YOU EVER
Visited DILL'S ELECTRIC STORE
We have a complete line of Electrical Merchandise.
•

A complete Repair Department._

Slab Type Front Doors
Outside Glass Doors
Flush Type Inside Doors
2-Panel Doors
I-Panel Doors
Best Grade Steel Sash
High Grade Paints and all
types Frisian-Is and Varnish
Builders Hardware & Building Felts. and Glass

Tlf/5 IS Pit-AY/Y Jars-say
triri*A.4N our -AA" A/Away _viz/5 GIr
TRIEWISLY,.-4/1 NATI'S
"
,554N5EZ•4
771/5
'
/5 Mgr 7W'0,000 er NottiVAtilrKP-.)

4
'WHAT'RE VA
STALLIN FOR,
OUEENIE'
7 RUB
Erol OUT AN LETS
z GET GOIN.
.
FF

Radios, Electric Motors, Washing Madtines.
WE REPAIR ANYTHING ELECTRIC

DAPICS.1:P:i CAN'T INIIIIIRSTAMO
ALWAYS HAD SUCH
RESPECT FOR QUE.E-143Er
WAS TN' TYPE WKICH WOULD
1••••°
JUST AS SOON 18188igrar
ssur
AS LOOK AT HIM -1Y
1
TYPE.!"

14W NOW-LOOK AT If[Rif
THAT MC. LUG: IS HOLOIN.
HER HAND AN'-LOOKIN'
INTO HER EYES -HE'S
TALION' FAST AN' SOFT- LIKE-:-wisHT I CD WEAR
MiNIAT NE'S SAYNT -- -

'Ne

BUT WHERE YOUR DOLLAR BUYS THE MOST

— Phone 879 —
Across from the Post Office

Phone 1142
Corner 12th and Poplar

*
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'

S.

•

•
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PREMIUM LIST
Calloway County Fair Associatiminc.
August 18-19-20, 1948

Junior Cattle Show

First
$660
Second
4.00
Third
2.50
8. Best fittecI atilmal for showing:
First
$6.50
Second .
4.00
Third
2.50
As an extra premium under class
number 8. "For best fitted animal
for showing," the makers of Calf
Manna will donate for the first
prize winner 50 pounds of Calf
Manua and to eiteh of the second
and third winners 25 praunds of
Calf Manna.
$368. Jerseys-OPEN CLASSES
Ray Treon. Sr., =apt.
-FEMALES

DIRECTORS

most ribbons in this department:
$10.00. $600. $400.
3. Future Farmer or 4-H Club
boy winning mast ribbons in this
department: $5 00. $3 00. $2 00.
4. Veteran of W:teld War II winning most ribbons in this department. 15.00. $300. $200

5. Best Farm practice Record
A. Carman. H G. Gingles. Max B.
Hurt. Audrey Simmons. Rudy Book by F F A boy: $3 00, $2.00.
Hendon R E Kelley. Ray Treon. $1 00.
Sr.
6. Best Farm Account Book by
The 'Calloway County Fair
is non-veteran adult. $3 00. $2.00. $1.00.
made possible by the contributions
7 Best Fa
- rrn Account Book by
of the businoss and professional inveteran of World War 11 - $300. $2.00.
terests- of the county
' $1 00
The officers and directors thank
8 Best 4-H Club Record Book:
the cOntributors for their liberal
donations, thus permitting Callo- '$300. $200. $100
9. Ten ears white corn, open polway to have a general
County
linated: $2.00. $1 00. 50c.
Fair.
10. Ten ears yellow corn. open
RULES and RitirlATIONS for pollinated: $200. $100. 50c.
11
Ten ears wh.te hybrid corn:
(10: $1.00. 50c
Ten ears yellow hybrid corn:
00. $1.00. 50c.
13. Block timothy hay: $200.
Prire money an this department.
50c
S:!5800
:
101 Block red top hay: $200.
Teacher.. of Vocational Agriculture $1.
$1 00. 50c.
in Charge
! IS
Block lespedeza hay: $2.00.
All exhibits Qin the Farm Crops
$1.00. 50c.
"
Department must be delivered to
16. Block alfalfa hay: $200.
--o-tbianithibat Molding- not toter than
$1.00. soe
11:00 am. Wednesday. August 18,
17 Peck of Irish
Potatoes $200
1948.
$1.00. 50c
Each exhibitor shall be limitd to
Peel( of Sweet
Potatoes:
18
two entries in each (hiss of each
$2.00. $1 00. 50c.
department
19. Dozen turnips: $200. $1 00.
1. The F FA. Chapter winning 50e
most Blue Ribbons in this Depart- I. 20
Dozen carrots: $200. $100.
ment: $1000. $600. $4.00.
50c.
2 The 4-H Chapter winning
! 21. Dozen egg plant: $2.00, $1 00.
--

Department E.
Farm Products

I

Dozen yellow onions: $200.
50c
i• 23- Dozen tomatoes: $200. $1 00.
.
50c.
24. Quart lima beans. $200. $1.00
Cali/may Circuit Court
50c.
Wens Overbes. Administrator of1
I
25. Quart red tobacco beans
the Phdate of NOMA Moffit.
I $200. $1 00. 50c.
Plaintiff
26. Quart white tobacco beans
VS:
=00. $1 00. 50c.
,
A. B. Moffitt Lester Moffitt Thom- .
27 Quart wheat: $2 00. $1 00. 50c
as Frank Moffitt. Juanita Wof- !
28
Quart oats' $200. $100, 50c
fill. %tat% ‘OVelene MO(fIll T
Qu,.irt barley.
$200. $1 00, 50e
Angler'. Peoples a.... ings Bank.
30. Dozen Red Delosous apples:
Defendants $1 50 $1 00 50e

29

31. Dozen Golden Delicious -opA. B. Moffitt and Wife. Juanita pies: $1 50 $1 00. 50e
Moffitt, Crater Moffitt and Wife.;
32. Dozen Stayman Winesap apFlorence Moffitt. T. C. Angleni ples.
$150 $1 00, 50e=_
and Wells (herb... Administrator.
33. Dozen Grimes Golden apples
of the F.st•te of Noma 1110(filL.
$1 50.31 00._ 50e.
Plaintiff
34. Dozen Jonathan 'apples, $1 50.
VS:
$1 00. 50c
Thomas Frank Moffitt and Nife.
35. Dozen Rome Beauty apples
Mara Nose-One Moffitt
$1.50: $100. 50c.
'
Defendants,. _30,_ 00een ant other variety ay
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LEDGER & TIMES

BETWEEN SCENES of M-G-M's "Julia leitibehaves,"
Greer Carson gets professional (1) attention f
Cesar Romero. both in the acrobat costumesthe wear
in this hilarious comet. Co-starred for the fifth time
with 'Salter Pidgeon. 7%liss Garson portras an irrepressible showgirl who crashes high society

Department G.
Jersey Cattle Show

Time and Labor Saving Conveniences!

,

I may enter,

must have
made after
1 . Entries must be made and cat- July 20 1948..or hove been officiallstle on exhibition by 2.00 p m. vied.! Bangs Calfhood vaccinated by a
nesday. August 18. 1948 Cattle will 1 registered veterinary, and his cerbe located at. Planters Loose Leaf tificate showing animals tattoos
Flour and the Outland Loose Leaf ; must be shown at time of entry.
14. Every Calloway' County catFloor just across the street.
2. All cattle must be recorded and1 tle exhibitor must notify the Cattle
transferred into the present owners Superintendent not later than July
papers 1,20, 1948. of the number of cattle he
name and the completed
shown to the Superintendent at , desires to show, in order that the
will have time to saint:me entries are made. The Amen- !veterinary
,
and test them for Bangs. If you
,
can Jersey Cattle Club records are 'ple
now on current basis and you may have vaccinated calves be sure to
proper vaccination certificates.
expect your papers back within ten I have pror
days if they are correct as submit- :no cattle accepted unless so certited All ages will be reckoned as fled or have passed offictal test
made since July 20. 1948.
Even
of January first and July first,
calfhood vaccinated cattle that have
3. Bulls over one year old must
:reached the age of 30 months on
have ring in nom, and the Superina
!July first 1948 must now show clsvr
tendent may require a staff used in testa as
to Banga - no titers perthe show ring _
1/flitted.
4 Care will be exercised to pro- I
15. Exhibitors from outside Caltect all cattle, but the Fair Associal loway County must make their own
tion will not be responsible fur any
I arrangements at their own expersoe
accident or damage
for Bangs tests or vacc.nation cera. Where no cumpentain - blue , usicates Calloway County cattle
ribbon and second money.
'will be tested free of expense as
ft All 4-H and Future Farmers in past years.
will show together in the club
16. Each exhibitor shall be limitclasses and may also enter in the to two monten each class in
i edrva
open classes.
!each departrnenik but may enter as
be
members
must
Club
7 All 4-H
many entries as he desires
certified as to their good standing
17. All cattle must be owned by
and the satisfactory completion of
exhibitor prior to July first 1948
their annual project and record
and the registration papers shall re,
book by the County Agent Future
fleet -ash ownershao
farmers must. likewise, be certified ,
1
by their ,Agnculture teacher as be- I
ing in good standing and havirag sat- I
isfactonly completed their 1947-48'
project.-- '- *
8 Cattle cannot be removed until!
R E. Kelley in charge
Friday. August 20 1948. at 4.00 pm, money in this department, $175.98
or the cloy- of the judging. which, All eshibits in the Poultry
Deever is latest.
1 partment must be 'delivered to the
9 The Junior cattle exhibits will' exhibit building not later
than
be judged Thursday afternoon start- 11:00 A M. Wednesday,
August
open'
the
ing at 1 00 pro and
18. 1948.
classes will be judged Friday. AugEach exhibitor shall be limited
ust 20. from WOO to 12:00 am. and
to two entries in each class of each
1:00 to 4:00 pip.
10. Dehorned cattle will not be department
Coops will be furnished free by
discriminated against.
11 Nothing but registered Jersey the management cif the Fair. .
Feeding and care of poultry will
cattle may be shown at the Callobe in charge of R. E. Kelley of the
way County Fair.
12 A change has been made in Murray Hatchery.
All entries to be entered in trio
the adult cattle show as to territory
male and two 121 fefrom which exhibitors may come. -One
The directors voted to extend the males.
ALL entries to be entered in trio
"Open Class' part of the show for
II cockerel and two 12i pullets.
1948 to bona fide breeders from all
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5-Piece CHROME DINETTE
SET
$87.95 Value
Sturdy table with chrome hairpin
legs, chrome chairs with red leatherette seats and backs.

$69.95

General Electric Iron
pounds.
Saves tiring arm work. Has
a fabric safety indicator.
Weighs only 4

Guaranteed Pop-Up
Toaster

/

dep.
pen
are
sun
tent
GI
trail

$18.95

WAFFLE BAKER
Westinghouse 18-qt.
Electric Roaster
Holds 20-pound turkey.
Perfect for all cooking. Glass
observation window.

5-Piece PLASTIC TOP
DINETTE

T1
pay
pho
1,41
forc
sen
che
.1s
dra.
clot
131
che
to
sera

Does waffles for all the
family.
Just try and keep up
with it.
AUTOMATIC HEAT
CONTROL

$16.95

$36.95
GET THESE
BARGAINS NOW

$98.50 Value
Roomy table with extending side'
and stainless top. Four chairs with
washable seats and backs.

•

12-INCH OSCILLATING FAN
sig.95

I.

for more comfort

CROSLEY

ELECTRIC RANGE

•

Newest Model

•

Has white porcelain en-

to

This ABC

rim

000
Pal
thu
in
000

•

amel finish for long wear.

Automatic
Cooking

Washer

take the drudgery

out

will'
BCC

Of

acic

yea:
six
gi4
ric

your wash days.

Beginning MONDAY, AUGUST 16, For

REMODELING

$129-95

SEE THIS CROSLEY TODAY

EASY TERMS

$256'95

'WATCHTHIS SPACE for our reopening announcement.
COME IN FOR OUR SPECIAL REDUCTIONS FOR
THE REST OF THIS WEEK

Easy Terms

,

•

Tm

DS

Hollis Appliance Company

tli

far

TELEPHONE.

MAPLE STREET IN NEW TUCKER BUILDING

South Side Square

- '

assoritakirraffrfriairta.:
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PARKER FOOD MARKET
...••••••
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A B C WASHER

WE WILL

suel
83
ger
ago
pit.

Self lubricating for quiet operation. Big 12-inch size

EASY TERMS

fisci
timr
.000.1
as it
1920
only
is a
two
OS
and
sam

V.
curr

For perfect toast every
Hinged
time you want it.
crumb tray.

$11.95

$1.00.

CLOSE

Un

Buy on 'Hollis' Easy Terms Pay a Little Each Week
or Month

13 MI cattle shown
II passed
a Bangs test

Department F.
Poultry

•

UI

Millers Falls EZERASE

pies: $150. $100 50c
i 37. Quart of comb honey $1 00
By vitanic of a judgment and co-:mica osc,
,
der of sale of the Calloway Circuit ! 38. Pint of molasses: $1 00, 50c.
Court. rendered at the April term 25c
thereof. 1948. in the above cause 1 39. Sample snuff tobacco. $300.
therenf.
for the purpose of payment
of 6200 $1 00
debts and interest, and costs here- , 40 Sample cutt,ng tobacco $300.
in expended. I shall proceed to ;$201 $1 00
offer for sole at the court house; 41 Sample French tobacco $3.00.
door in Murray. Kentucky. to the ! gap°. $t 00
,....s
highest bidder at public auction, on
f
Monday. the 23rd day of August..
1946. al r clock or , thereabout .
INDIVIDUAL FARM PRODUCTS
(same being county court dayi.;
EXHIBIT
Moon a credit of six„milinths. the i
i For the best cloplay of products
following _described prope'rtas,-be i ng'
from an individual farm in Colloan
a .ng in Calliway County. Ken1 way County first prize will
be
Itickr towit:
1$2000. second $1500; third'$10.00,
. Beginning at southeast
corner , fourth
$500
running to a nick at the west cur-1 This exhibit may
be shown by
nen thence- parallel -to creek and
any individual of Calloway County.
up said creek back to the beginning in the southeast corner of seced on
bon 31. township 2. range 5 emit. farm exhibit are produced on one
containing 10 acres Being the same
This exhibit shall be judged on
land conveyed to Noma Moffitt by the fiilluteauf basis
Lucille and Dillon 'Thornton by
I . Originality and attractivedeed dated the 11th day of July.
ness of display
_ 25 points
1945. and of record in the office of
• •
the clerk of the Calloway County
resents a good balanced
Court in Deed Book 80. page 106.T.irming program as t', inFor the pUrchase price the purcomp, livinb-at-home
prochaser must execute bond with apgram, and maintenance id
p.oved securities. bearing legal in soil fertility
50 points
terest from the day of sale until
.
1 . Barred Plymouttli4lock trioj
Kentucky counties, and counties of
paid. and having the force and ef- 3 Quality of products
West
Tennessee.
The _ Junior first $300. second $2 00: 3rd $1.00.
exhibited
25 points
feet of a judgment Bidders will be
2. White Plymouth Rock trio-; show .4-H and Future Farmers)
prepared to contply promptly .with
--- riewill remain a closed show and only first $300: second $200: third $1.00.
these terms -George S Hart, Mas3 Buff Orpingtons trio - first
regular certified members from
ILIAD THE CLASSIFIEDS
ter Commissioner.
•
Calloway County Clubs and Schools $300; second $200. third
4
White Wyandottes trio-first
$300; second,$2.00; Third $1.00.
5. New Hampshires trio - first
$300: second $2 00;.third $1.00.
6 Rhode Island Reds trio-tint
$300. second $2.00, third $1.00.
7 Rhode Island Whites trio-53(01. second $2.00: third $1 00.
13
White Leghorni-trio - first
$3 00. second $2.00; third $1.00.
TURACT8
9 First $500: seem-id-14.00; third
1200
10. Best Farm Flock of six
pullets and (1) cockerel
11. Barred Plymouth Rock-first
$8_00; second $5.00; third $350
12. White Plymouth Rock-first
$800: genet!' Sel 00: third $2.30..
13 Buff Orpington- first $11.00.
second $.5 00, third $2.50.
14 White Wyandottes-first $800;
second $5 00: third $2 50.
15 New Hampshires--first $8.00;
second $500: third $2S0
16 Rhode Island Reds-first $8.00;
secon6 $5 00. third $250.
'17 Rhode Island Whites - - first
$600. second $500: third $2.50.
18
White Leghorns -first $8001"
second $5.00; third $250.
NOTICE OF SALE

•

1

IS2
,

COMMISSIONER'S ' 93c2i
SALE

animal!".

2 bulls)
BULLS
20. Under 12 months--$5, $4, $3. 29. Produce of Dam
4-H and F.F.A. Only
2 animals, any age-$2. $2. $2.
$10, $7.50 $5. $4
21. Over 12 months. limier 18Money in this Department $200.00.
(either sex)
$6. $5. $4. $3. $2. $2.
Bobbie Grogan and S. V. Foy
Above need not be owned by
22. Over 18 months, under 24In Charge
one exhibitor
$6,,15.$4. $3, $2. $2. _
CALLOWAY COUNTY ONLY
23. Over 24 months-$7,07$5. $4. 30. Dairy Herd,
All general rules and regulations
4 cows over 2 years old83. $2.
• will apply. plus the following,
24. Junior Champion - Ribbon
$10.00, $7.50. $5.00
I. All animals will be classed into
Rosette.
I All in reasonable flow of milk
one of three groups according to
with udders distended to show
25. Senior Champion - Ribbon
! the Danish classification system.
close approach to freshening. All
Rosette. "
The three classes will .be: Very
animals to be owned by exhib28. Grand Champion - Ribbon
• Good. Good, and Fair. One hunitori
Rosette.
dred and seventy-five dollars premNOTE-The Beef Cattle Show will
SPECIAL CLASSES
ium money will be distributed
be held at a date to be selected
27. Junior Get of Sire
among the three classes. All entries
later which will be around No4 an.mals by one sire-will receive. a prize.
vember I. 1948. A complete list
$10. $7.50. $5. $4
of rules, regulations, and prem9. Under 6 motitha-;.2. $4, $3, iunder 24 mos.- not over 2 bulls)
In case there are 75 or more head
iums similar to this will be issued
of cattle in the Junior Jersey show $2. $2. $2.
21. Senior Get of Sire
• before that show.
10. Over 6 months, under 12the premium money will be in4 animals by one sire--------creased to two hundred dollars in $5. $4. $3. $2. $2. $2.
$10. $7.50, $5, $4
11. Over 12 months, under 18- (All over 24 mos old not aver
, the general classes.
READ THE CLASSIFIEDS.
! $5. $5. $4. $3. $2. $2.
('LASSES
12. Over 18 months, under 24$6. $5. $4. $3. $2. $2.
Pure Bred Jersey Club. Females.
13. Over 24 months, under 36-4-H and Future Farmers Only,
$7. $6. $S. it. $3. $2.
1
Under 6 mouths.
14. Over 36 months, under 482 Over 6. under 12 months.
:3. Over 12. uro: o 18 months.
$8,$.7. Overr
$6.o85.$4.$3
48 months-$8. $7, $6,
4. Over 18, under 24 months.
$3. $4.
rt Over 24, under 36 months.
16. Over 60 months-$8, $7, $6,
ERASE AN ERROR AND IT DOES NOT SHOW
6. Over 36 months,
$5. $4. $3.
Junior Champion, Ribbon; Senior
100 Sheets to the Box
17. Junior Champion under 24
Champion. Ribbon.
months Ribbon.
SPECIAL
18. Senior Champion over 24
7. Best showmanship .50 per
months -- Ribbon.
showmanship and 50 per cent On
19. Grand Champion - Ribbon

Greer Garson, Acrobat!

Murray, Kentucky
Offieers and Directors
A. Carman Chairman7
H. G. Gatithoo 'Vice Chairman.
George Hart. Treasurer.
Clarence Machell, Secretary.
Ray Treon Sr. General Supt
•
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